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PREFACE
 
The seven sections in this report summarize rnmnt prediction 
techniques and results obtained by U.S. propagation researchers and system 
engineers. The results are written for use-by satelli system engineers 
working in the 10 to 100 GHz frequEncy range. 
.The key subjects covered inthese sections are:
 
a Attenuation, Section I1
 
a. Path Diversity, Section III
 
* Signal Fluctuations and Low Angle Fading, Section IV
 
* Depolarization Effects, Section V
 
* Bandwidth Coherence, Section VI­
* Sky Noise, Section VII
 
Each section may be utilized individually and example adculations have been 
included as a guide for the system engineer. 
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1.0 PURPOSE
 
This report provides a compilation of prediction methods and related
 
propagation studies for the evaluation of earth-space pVzths operating above
 
10 GHz. The topics covered in this report are:
 
Attenuation
 
Path Diversity
 
SigraT Fluctuations and Low Angle Fading
 
DepoTartzation Effects
 
Bandwidth Coherence
 
Sky Noise
 
The techniques described here have been develoed from recent 
ongoing NASA supported studies and from the relevant published literature.
 
These techniques represent the state of knowledge -oVt .a
t4verse effects of
 
the earths atmosphere. on reliable earth-space transmis ions above 10 GHZ. 
- This report provides propagation data in a fornat suitable for use 
by earth-space link system designers operating in the frequency range from 10 
to 100 GHz in the United States and Canada. inthis frequency range the
 
troposphere can have a significant effect on the carr-ir to noise ratio of a
 
propagating wave. Typically, the troposphere attenuates and depolarizes the
 
carrier signaT and adds broadband amplitude and phase noise to the signal.
 
The resulting carrier-to-noise ratio reduction reduces the allowable data
 
rate for a given bit error rate (digital systems) and tha quplity to
 
transmission (analog systems). Inthe most severe casis- the medium will
 
significantly attenuate the carrier and destroy the t nsmission capabilities
 
of the link (termed a link outage). The frequency of cccurrence and average
 
outage time per year are usually of most interest:to -system designers.
 
Propagation studies to date now allow the predictions to be made with a high
 
degree of certainty and have developed means to reduce the frequency and
 
length of these outages.
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ZO ORGANIZATION OF THIS RERORT
 
This report is arranged in seven relatively independent sections 
covering the key topics related to the interaction of the troposphere and 
earth-space propagation paths. Each section attempts to present a 
description of the effect(s) and an example calculatdin related to a typical 
--	communication system. Because these examples provideca concise guide to the 
calculations required, an index to the examples is gjir in Table 1. 
" " An attempt has been made to keep the style and format 
s.cfsistent, however, this has not always been possibl.e Three authors were 
involved and this document has evolved over a 6 monthperiod. Thus, some
 
inconsistencies are inevitable and surely some arithmewic mistakes are still
 
t 	resent.
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TABLE I
 
GUIDE TO PROPAGATION-EXAMPLES
 
Subject i <cation of Example 
II, Par. 2.0
-Clear Air Attenuation........ct. 

Rain Attenuation Statistics (Global, Rice-Holmberg, Lin,
 
ct. II,Para,. 3.5.2.1
Dutton-Iougherty models). ..... ....
 
Rain Attenuation .Statistics (given-various Tctr:;II, Para. 3.5.3
 
... .. and 3.5.4
statistfical inputs) 

-.-..
ct, II, Para. 2.2
Path Diversity 
Amplitude Fluctuations ... ... ........ .. ... ct; IV,Para. 6;1 
Phase and Angle-of-Arrival, Variatibns ............. ct.IV, Para. 6.2 
Averaqe Signal Gain 'Reduction....... ... ...... lct IV,Para. 6.3 
-
t. V Para. 3.0
_Depol.arizatton Statistics .­
.. . 
ct. VI, Para. 2.1.1Ampli tudeCoherence, (rain induced),,-

Phase Coherence (ionospheric induced) . ..... .... f. VI, Para. 3.1 
.... t. VII, Para. 2.1.2Sky ;Noise Statistics.............. .... 
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1.0 FREQUENCY BANDS FOR EARTH-SPACE COM N'UICATION
 
Within the guidelines established by the lnternational
 
Telecommunications Union (ITU) for Region 2, the Federal Communications 
Commission- (FCC) in the U.S. and the Department of Dnmunications (DOC) in 
Canada regulate the earth-space,frequency allocations- In most cases, the 
FCC and DOC regulations are wore restrictive than 'he DTU regulations for
 
Region, 2. Therefore, the FCC and DOC earth-space-frewency bands are 
considered in this report.
 
Tire servi'ces which operate via an earth--spam,link are listed in
 
Tab,e-2.along with.their ITU index number. The definitions of each of thess
 
services are given in Ref. 1. The specific frequency allocations for these
 
services are listed in Table 3. These-frequency allocations are taken froia
 
the FCC's Eight Notice of Inquiry and represent an estimate of the Region 2
 
frequency al'locations beyond 1981 (two years following the 1979 World
 
-AdministrittveRadio Conference). The Canadian frequ.rncy proposals are
 
similar and are not included here. Both -frequency proposals are given i-n 
detail in References 2 and 3.­
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TABLE 2
 
TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES UTILIZIAG,
 
EARTH-SPACE PROPAGATION LINKS
 
Fixed Satellite (84AG)
 
gqbile Satellite (military satelite (BAAGB) 
Aeronautical Mobile Satellite (8AAM).,
 
Naritime Mobile Satellite (84AGD)_
 
Land Mobile Satellite (84AGD)
 
Broadcasting Satellite (84AP)
 
iadionavigation Satellite (84AQ)
 
Earth Exploration Satellite (84ASA)
 
Meteorological Satellite (84AT)
 
Amateur Satellite (84ATA)
 
'StandardFrequency Satellite jM4ATB)
 
Space Research (84ATD)
 
Space Operation (84ATE)

* 
Radio Astronomy (75A)
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FREQUENCY Gfz) 

10.6 - 107 

10.7 - 12.2-

11,7 - 12,5 

12.5 - 13.25 

12.75 - 14.2 

13.4 - i4.0 

14.0 - 14.5 

14.4 - 14.5 

14.5 - 15.35 

15.2 - 15,:4 

15.35 - 15.4 

16.6 - 17.1 

17-.7 - 17.9 

17.7 - 21.2 

20.2 - 21.2 

21.2 - 21.4 

22.21 - 22.5 

TABLE 3
 
PROPOSED UNITED STATES EARTH-SPACF FREQUENCY ALLOCATIONS
 
SERVICES
 
RADIO ASTRONOMY
 
FIXED SATELLITE (Downlink)
 
BROADCASTING SATELLITE
 
FIXED SATELLITE (Upl ink)
 
SPACE RESEARCH (Downlink)
 
EARTH-EXPLORATION SATELLITE (Active Sensors)
 
STANDARD FREQUENCY SATELLITE (Uplink).
 
FIXED SATELLITE (Uplink)
 
SPACE RESEARCH (Space-Space)
 
SPACE RESEARCH
 
EARTH-EXPLORATION SATELLITE (Passive)
 
SPACE RESEARCH (Passive) : eP
 
EARTH EXPLORATION SATELLITE (Active Sensors)
 
904fAV 1ARCN (Adlvo gnoorB) 
METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE (Downlink)
 
FIXED SATELLITE (Downlink)
 
MOBILE SATELLITE (Downlink)
 
STANDARD FREQUENCY SATELLITE (Downlik)
 
EARTH EXPLORATION SATELLITE (Passive)
 
EARTH EXPLORATION SATELLITE (Passive)
 
SPACE RESEARCH (Passive)
 
TABLE 3 (Continued)
 
SERVICE
FREQUENCY (GHz) 

RADIO ASTRONOMY 
2,6 '.-23.6 INTER-SATELLITE 
2, 24 EARTH EXPLRTION SATELLITE (Pa$sive) 
SPACE RESEARCH (Passive) 
RADIO ASTRONOMY 
24.0 - 24.05 AMATEUR SATELLITE 
25.25 - 27.5 STANDARD'FREQUENCY SATELLITE .(Downlink) 
EARTH EXPLORATION SATELLITE .(Space-to-Space) 
25.25 - 26.25 INTER-SATELLITE 
27.5 - 31.0 FIXED SATELLITE (Uplinf) 
30.0 - 31.0 MOBILE SATELLITE (Uplink) 
30 - 31.3 STANDARD FREQUENCY SATELLITE (Downlink) 
31 - 31.3 SPACE RESEARCH 
31.3 - 31.8 SPACE RESEARCH (Passive) 
EARTH EXPLORATION SATELLITE (Passive) 
RADIO ASTRONOMY 
SPAE R S~Ah 
34.? - 35.2 SPACE RESEARCH (Active) 
EARTH EXPLORATION SATELLITE (Active)' 
36.0 - 37.0 SPACE RESEARCH (Passive) 
EARTH EXPLORATION SATELLITE (Passive) 
.40.0 - 41.0 FIXED SATELLITE (Downlink) 
MOBILE SATELLITE (Downlink) 
TABLE 3 (Continued)
 
SERVICE'
FREQUENCY (GHz) 

BROADCASTING SATELLITE
41.0 	 43.0 

FIXED SATELLITE (Uplink)
43.0 	 - 45.0 
MOBILE SATELLITE (Uplink) 
45.0 	 - 49.8 AERONAUTICAL MOBILE SATELLITE 
MARITIME MOBILE SATELLITE 
AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION SATELLITE, 
MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION SATELLITE
 
AMATEUR SATELLITE
49.8 - 50.0 
50.0 -51.4 	 FIXED SATELLITE (Uplink)
 
SPACE RESEARCH (Passive)
50.2 	 - 50.4 
EARTH - EXPLORATION SATELLITE (Passive) 
MOBILE SATELLITE (Uplin:)
50.4 	 - 51.4 

FIXED SATELLITE (Uplink)
51.0 	 - 51.4 
'EARTH EXPLORATION SATELLITE (Passive)51o4 - 59.0 
SPACE RESEARCH (Passive) -
Nt Af§I f54"25 - 53.2 

INTERSATELLITE
59.0 - 64.0 

EARTH EXPLORATION SATELLITE (Passive)
64.0 	-'66.0 

SPACE RESEARCH (Passive)
64.0 	- 65.0 

SPACE RESEARCH
65.0 	- 66.0 

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE SATELLITE
66.0 	 - 71.0 

MARITIME MOBILE SATELLITE
 
TABLE 3 (Continued) 
FREQUENCY (GHz) SERVICE 
AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION SATELLITE 
MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION SATELLITE 
71.0 
76.0 
81.0 
- 74.0 
- 77.0 
- 84.0 
FIXED $ATELLITE (Uplink)' 
MOBILE SATELLITE (Uplink) 
SPACE RESEARCH (Active) 
EARTH EXPLORATION SATELLITE (Active) 
MOBILE SATELLITE (Downlink)' 
FIXED SATELLITE (Downlink) 
84.0 
86.0 
- 86.0 
- 92.0 
BROADCASTING SATELLITE 
EARTH EXPLORATION SATELLITE (Passive) 
RADIO ASTRONOMY 
92.0 
95.0 
- 95.0 
-100.0 
SPACE RESEARCH (Passive) 
FIXED SATELLITE (Uplink) 
AERONAUTICAL MOBILE SATELLITE 
MARITIME MOBILE SATELLITE 
AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION SATELLITE 
MARVTI RADIbNAVIGATION SAThLLIEtt 
10 
I 
A review of Table 3 indicates that most of te frequency spectrum
 
above 10 GHz is assigned to the satellite services or the radio astronomy
 
services. This does not mean that the FCC and DOC will utilize them, but it
 
does highlight the potential for use of these frequency bands. In Figure 1
 
is shown those frequency segments not assigned for potential use by the
 
services listed fn Table2.
 
25 30 40 so 5 70 80 90 o100 
FREQUENCY (MHz) 
:igure 1. 	FrequenciesNOT Potentially Available for Earth-Space
 
Transmissions.
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4 . OTHER PROPAGATION EFFECTS NOT ADDRESSED IN THIS REPORT
 
4 .1 IONOSPHERIC EFFECTS
 
The tonosphere generally has a small effect m the propagation of
 
radio waves in the 10 to 100 GHz range. Whatever efimts do exist
 
(scintillation, absorption, variation in the angle of arrival, delay,
 
frequency change and depolarization) arise due to the interaction of the
 
radiu wave with the free electrons, electron density firregularities and the
 
earth's magnetic field. The density of:electrons intie ionosphere varies as
 
a function of geomagnetic latitude, diurnal cycle, yealy cycle, and solar
 
cycle (among others). Fortunately, most U.S. ground -tation-sate]lite paths
 
pass. through the midlatitude (lowest) electron density region yielding an
 
even lesser effect on propagation. Canadian stations may be affected by the
 
auroral region electron -densities which are normally higher. A more complete
 
discussion of these effects is included in CCIR Report 263-3 (Ref. 4).
 
.A mean vertical one-way attenuation for the lonosphere at 15 GHz for
 
the daytime is typically 0.0002 dB (Ref. 5), the amplitude scintillations are
 
generally not observable (Ref. 6) and the transit time delay increase over
 
the free space propagation time delay is of the order of 1 nanosecond (Ref.
 
7). Clearly for most systems operating above 10 GHz tese numbers are
 
sufficiently small that other system error budgets wii be much larger than 
the ionospheric contributions.
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4 .2 TROPOSPHERIC DELAYS
 
Highly accurate satellite range, range-rete an position-location
 
systems will need to remove the propagation group delay effects introduced by
 
the troposphere Extremely high switching rate TDMA systemF may require
 
these corrections in the future. The effects arise primarily due to the 
oxygen and water vapor in the lower troposphere. Typical, total additional 
propagation delay errors have been measured to be of the order of 8 
nanoseconds.(Ref. 8).
 
Estimatton techniques, based on the measurement of the surface 
pressure, temperature and relative humidity have been davejoped (Refs. 8, 9, 
10) which can readily reduce this error to less than 1 nanosecond. In 
addition, algorithms for range (Ref. 11) and range-rate (Re.,. 12) have been 
prepared to reduce tropospheric contributions to satellite tracking errors.
 
Since thts topic is quite specialized and generafly results in an 
additi6nal one-way delay of less than 10 nanoseconds it is not addressed 
further in this report. An overview of this subject and uitional 
references are cvailabie fn CCIR -Report 564 Revised (Ref. 13).. 
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V 
1.0 OVERVIEW
 
Earttr-space oath attenuation for systems opetatig above 10 GHz will 
usually degrade the performance of the path. Consequely, system engineers 
must consider bath the magnitude, frequency and duration of attenuation events 
along the patt to realize a workable system. Howe.er, b cause of the random­
ness of events in the troposphere only statistical pred,irtions can be made of 
path performance. The predictions usually apply on sev-al time scales: 
-long times of the.order of minutes or more (resulting inan average attenuation)
 
and short times. of the order of seconds (termed amplituL scintillations).
 
The scintillations are always present to some degree and arise due to the
 
inhomogeneity of the troposphere.
 
The hief contributors to the average attenuation along an earth­
space path are
 
0 aseous attenuation 
(priznarily due to oxygen and water 
100 GHz frequency range) 
Wpor in the 10 to 
* Rain. : 
Sbme.minor' levels of attenuatiOn can be obtairfd from clouds, fog,
 
dust, and sand. The latter contributors have not beeg tudied in detail,
 
but the results to date will be included to demonstratethe existing level of
 
knowledge. Snow and ice 'appearto cause very low levekof attenuation, but
 
can contribute to wave depolarization.
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The gaseous specific attenuation, (i.e., attenuation per unit
 
length) has been studied and'measured so that its conribution can be 
predicted quite accurately given the path length of thE link through the 
medium. - The rain,attenuation, however, can only be statistically obtained, 
even though the specific Attenuation of rain is now fairt'well known. -
The rain attenuation is usually presented in two formats., The first format 
consists of the percentage of time the rain attenuationexceeds a specified 
level (long! term cumulative statistics) based on knowledge of the rainfall 
in a giver region, the specific attenuation, and geometri parameters of 
the path. The scond format consists of the worst month siatistics (or 
better, the worst 30-day statistics) based on the local-i3matological 
data, the specific,attenuation and the geometry of the-Mith-space path.
 
Most. of the rain attenuation -statistics inthiseport have been de­
veloped from the common base of the rain rate statistics Given these rain
 
statistics, the' models develop the total attenuationstsitics utilizing
 
different tethntques. Some techniques are easy to uti]it, while others re­
quire more computational time and are expected to be--more accurate. Parts of
 
four models whi'cfr have been used inthe U.S. have been demribed in some detail
 
inthis report.. The rationale -for utilizing the particuln elements of each
 
model are described along with the model. However, other models now being
 
developed or models not as widely applied are referenced, since they may
 
ultimately prove. to be more -accurate for particular appliations.
 
Severw! approaches to obtaining the rain attenuation statistics 
are presented iW; thischapter. For any specific design, ut is recommended 
that the si;mpest approach be applied first and then -more sophisticated 
techniques until the required level of accuracy is obtairt3-.. The use of 
these approaches-is dependent on the known data. For exaTple, iF no rain-
data isavailabTe.for a specific site, utilize the CCIR Mbal model. In 
contrast, if long-term satellite-to-ground attenuation slaistics are 
available at another frequency, then only frequency scalrg-will be necessary 
resulting in.a.much more accurate prediction of the link rformance. These 
methods &re described in detail in Paragraph 3 along with-specific examples. 
Ini the,remainder of this section, data needed for the more detailed
 
analyses is absa presented. This data forms the basis for the predictive
 
model s. 
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2.0 GASEOUS CONTRIBUTIONS*
 
Inthe frequency range from 10 to 100 GHz the water vapor absorption 
at 22.235 GHz and the oxygen linas extending from 53.3--tm 65.2 GHz are the 
only significant contributors. The absorption lines ia-re broadened by 
collisions at- high pressures (low elevations) thus the secific attenuation 
isaltitude deoendent. The vertical bne-way atteifuation for a moderately 
humid atmosphere (7.5 gm/) at various station altitudes-above sea level 
ispresented in Figure 2-1. For other elevation angles 6 (9 > 50) multiply 
the indicated attenuation by cosecant 0. The range of veojes C indicated 
in Figure 2-1. refer to the fine absorption lines which may be observed between 
high flying aircraft and satellites. (Ref. 2-1). For statton altitudes not 
shown, a linear extrapolation between curves is reconunendid assuming an 
exponentially distributed atmosphere for both water vapor and oxygen. 
The water vapor content is the most variable corponent of the 
atmosphere. Therefore, for more arid regions a correctizn should be made
 
for the expected values of water vapor. To first order, the vertical one-way
 
attenuation at sea-level is given In Figure 2-2 for 7.5 gn/re (solid line)
 
* The primary references for the material presented in this section are 
Report 234-3, CCIR, Geneva, 1974 and Doc. 5/270-E Worklna Group 5-2,
 
19 Sept. 1977.
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and 0 gm/m 3 (0%dashed line) for the US Standard Atmosptere in July at 45°N 
latitude. Linear interpolation May be used between the ccwvte for 7.5 gm/m3 
and the 0 gmm 3 and extrapolated to at least 15 gm/rm3. Meelevatien angle 
(50 < a < 900) dependence is proportional to cosecant b. The horizontal curve 
in Figure 2-2 can be utilized as a limit for.agles below 101(7.5 gm/m 3 ) 
elevation angTe.. 
For a station at arbitrary altitude and surface va-ter vapor density, 
a combination of' the results in Figures 2-1 and 2-2 -is 'etired. A suggested 
procedure foTlows: t : -t 
1. 	Determine the one-way vertical attenuation hie to altitude
 
ftomr Figure 2-1 at the frequency of interest
 
2. 	 fetermine the decrease (increase) in dB -helw- (above) the 7.5 
gm/m 'curve in Figure 2-1 based on e linear extrapolation 
" between the solid curve and the 0%, 0 gm/m 3 aurve. 
3- Add I),and 2) in dB and multiply by the-cosecant of the 
: " elevation angle 9(50 < 9 < 9&). 
Note: The water vapor content at the surface is usually measured as 
relative humidity or the partial vapor pressure. The con'arsions between 
these units are given in an Appendix at the end of this setion. 
f--fl- As an example, the S5Ft ground station altitude ia 880 meters so 
the vertical one-way attenuation is 0.17 dB at 20 GHz. Ustg the example 
numbers in the Appendix, namely 80°F, R.H. = 60% and elevzion angle = 470, 
the- water vapor density is 15 gm/0 . Extrapolating this 'alue on Figure 2-2 
yields an additional 0.7 dB attenuation above the 7.5 gmIn? value. Thus the 
total attenuation is 0.87 dB -vertically. Note that this.nearly corresponds 
to the 100% RH curve on Figure 2-2, but this is coinciderial and indicates 
that. the moisture level selected for the example is highartan the averages 
displayed in Figure.2-2. The total one-way attenuation teATS-6 from the 
Rosman groundcstation due to gases is computed for, a 47-deree elevation 
angle to be G.8 csc (47) dB = 1.2 dB at 20 GHz. At 30 Gk; the result is 
lower (0.96 dB) for the same conditions since 30GHz is.nea- the local minimum 
in the gaseous specific attenuation values. 
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3.0 RAIN ATTENUATION
 
-3.1 LVERVIEW 
3.1.1 Scattering 
Rain drops both attenuate and scatter microwave energy along an 
earth-space path. From the basic Rayleigh scattering crFteria (the dimen­
sions of the scatterer are much smaller than the waveidtrth) and the fact 
that the median rain drop diameter is approximately 1.5 mm, one would expect 
*that Rayleigh scattering theory should be applied in the frequency (wavelength)
 
range fron 10 GHz (3cm) to 100 GHz (3mm). However, Rayleigh scattering also
 
*requires that the imaginary component of the refractive index be small, 
which is not the case for water drops (Ref. 3-1). Became of this effect 
and the wide distribution of rain drop diameters, the Rayleigh scattering 
theory appears to apply only up to 3 GHz (Ref. 3-2). ,Above 3 GHz Mie 
scattering applies and is the primary technique utilizef for specific rain 
attenuation (attenuation per unit length, dB/km) calculations. Mie scattering 
accounts for the deficiencies of Rayleigh scattering anil has proved to be 
the most accurate. 
3.1.2 Drop-Size Distributions
 
Several investigators have studied the distrib&tion of rain drop 
sizes as a function of rain rate and type of storm activtty. The three most 
commonly used distributions are: 
3-1 25 
=9.' Laws and Pai sons (LP) 
* Marshall-Palmer (MP) 
@ Joss-thunderstorm (J-T) and drizzle (J-D)
 
I' 
In general, the Laws and Parsons distribution (Ref. 1-3) is favored 
for design p';rposes because it has been widely tested by carison to 
measurements for both widespread (lower rainrates) and conuetive rain 
(higher rainrates) at the present time. Also in the higherniainrate R 
regime (R > 25 mm/hr) and at frequencies above 10 GHz, the 15, values give 
higher specific rain attenuations than the J-T values. (Reft 34). In 
addition it has been observed that the raindrop temperature iis most accurately
 
modeled by the OC data rather than 200C, since for mostlij_* elevation angle
 
earth-space links the raindrops are cooler at high altitudes and warm as
 
they fall to earth.
 
An example, of the measured 'number distribution of rmindrops with 
drop diameter as a function of rain rate R (mm/hr) is qiven fin Figure 3-1. 
Here the measurements of Laws and Parsons (broken lines,AoRef.. 3-3) and 
Marshall and Palmer (dotted lires, Ref. 3-5) are fitted by aTexponential 
relation of the form
 
4 
Noe -ADcm­
-ND= 
where
 
= 0.08 cm-4N0 
and
 
0 21m - i
 A = 41 R­
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10 3 T 
,T4.. 
5%
 
,10 2 
mE -11 R = 25,m-nh 
z 101 
= mm hr-R 
1100. 
5mm hi- :
 10-1 
0 1 2 3 :45 
D(mm) 
FIGURE 3-1. RAIN DROP SIZE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTI1 (,SOLID STRAIGHT
 
LrNES, COMPARED WITH RESULTS OF LAWS AND PARYINS (BROKEN

LINES) AND OTTAWA OBSERVATIONS (DOTTED LIhMES)
 
REFERENCE: FIGURE 2 OF REF. 3-5
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Note that the units in the equations and Figure 3-1 ale different. Multiply
 
the ND by i0' to convert to the units ot Figure 3-11.:he number of rain 
drops with diameters between D and D + 6D in-a volum. V (cO ) at rainrate 
Ris . 
14R.= N D SD T 
-- As shown in Figure 3-1, the, measured data deviates r the exponen­
tial relation for diameters below 1.5 mm. However, the. ia-rer drops tend to 
dominate the specific attenuation at the highar rainrates of most concern 
.for the system engineer, and so this deviation tends notto be reflected in 
.the integral over drop diameters utilized in specific attenuatioh calculations. 
- oss, et al., (Ref. 3-6) have found significant v.rfations, of ND 
and A for different types of rainfall based on one year's measurements at 
Locarno, SwitzeFrTand. These results are presented inTalle 3-1; however, toe:
 
climatic regions where the Joss statistics apply have-<not been determined.
 
'Therefoie, it appears best to utilize the Laws and Parxsrnmresults, realizing 
that in certain areas of the U.S. and Canada they have :not been verified.
 
<

TABLE 3-1 

VALUES OF No , A VERSUS RAII EVENT AS
 
DETERMINED BY JOSS, ET AL. (REF. 3-6.) 
Rainfall No A,
 
cm-
Type -r 
0.3 57 F. . 2drizzle 

0.07 41R_.21widespread 

thunderstorm 0.014 30k22 1
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3.1.3 	 Specific Attenuation
 
It has been determined (Ref. 3-7) that the specific attenuation A
 
(dB/km) is related to the rain rate R (mm/hr) by a relation 
A = a(f)Rb(f) 
where the coefficients a and b are functions of frequency.. At this time the
 
most thorough calculations of A have been made by Olsen, et al. (Ref. 3-4).
 
to 1O00GHz and have been presented in both
These calculations extend from 1 

tabular 	and empirical format for several raindrop distritutions and tempera-
For the U.S. and Canada the OC numbers are most applicable (Ref. 3-2).tures. 

Table I of Ref. 2-5 is given below (Table 3-2) for see-+ed frequencies of
 
The LPL 	and LPH refer to Laws and Parsons drop size
interest in this report. 

distributions 	associated with rainrates R from 1.27 ±oil.8 mm/hr and 25.4 to
 
152.4 mm/hr, respectively. Olsen, et al. have also provfided analytic approxi­
mations for e.(f) and b(f) which are quite adequate for if% by system engineers. 
These are
 
2 ' 2 	 ?;9_f<54 GHza(f) = 4.21 x 1O 	 f(f) 
4.09 x 10- 2(f) o.99 	 fl: < f < 180 GHz= 
and
 
R,5 < f 	< 25 GHzb(f) = 1.41 (f). 

< f < 164 GHz

= 2.63 (f)-O.2 72 

where f is in 	GHz.
 
Thus for 20 GHz
 
A a(f)Rb(f) dB/km
 
4.21 x 10 - (20)2 42R 1"41(20)-'°7MT dB/km
 
0.059R1 117 = 2.19 dB/km @ R = 25.4ren/hr. 
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TABLE 3-2 
=aRb (dB/km) AS FUNCTIONS (F FREQUENCY AND
.REGRESSION CALCULATIONS FOR a and b in A 
DROPSIZE DISTRIBUTION, RAIN.TEMPERATURE = 0OC 
FREQ. :b 
(GHz) .LpL -!iIp.. . . . J-D I LP LPH MP J-T J­
10 1.17x0 -2 1.14x10'2 1.36x0 ­2 1,69x0 -2  1.14x10" 2 1.178 1.189 1.150 1.076 0.968 
11 1.SOxO.2 1.52X10.2 1.73x10 2 2.12x0 2 1.41X10- 2 1.171 1.167 1.143 1.065 0.977 
12 
15 
1.86x10 2 
-2 
3.21x10 
1.96x10 2 
2 
3.47xi0 -2 
2.1ExIO 2 
-2 
3.68x10 
2.62x1 -2  
-2 
4.66410-
1.72x1O -2 
-2 
2.82x10-
1.162 
1.142 
1.150 
1.119' 
1.136 
1.118 
1.052 
1.010 
0.985 
1.003 
20 6.26x10-2  7.09xi0 -2  7.19x10-2  9.83x10-2  5.30x10-2  1.119 1.083 1.097 0.946 1.020 
25 0.105 0.132 0.121 0.173 8.61x10-2 1.094 1.029 1.074 0.884 1.033 
30 0.162 0.226 0.186 0.274 0.128 1 1.061 0.964 1.043 0.823 1.044 
35 0.232 0.345 0.268 0.372 0.180 1.022 0.907 1.007 0.783 1.053 
40 0.313 0.467 0.362 0.451 0.241 0.981 0.j 0.972 0.760 1.058 
50 0.489 0.669 0.579 0.629 0.387 0Z04 O:'610 0.905 0.709 1.053 
60 
7b 
0.658 
0.,801 
0.796 
0,Ed9 
0.801 
iO , 
0.804 
0,833 
0.558 
01?40 
0.850 
d.6b g 
0.794,_.0.851 
.784 0.81 
.0.682 
0,60i 
-1.035---
L009 
oj 8Q 0.924 ' 0.913 01.19".809 I 0.922 0.778 0.780 0.781 0.674 0.980 
90 1,02 0,945 , 1.35 6.857 1.10 0.756 0.776 0.753 0.663 0.953 
100 1.08 0.965 1.48 0.961 1.26 0.742 0.774 0.730 0.637 0.928 
q, ...77t/ ,711 
-- 
The value in Table 3-2 for this frequency is 0.0626 R 2.34 
dB/km @ R = 25.4 mm/hr, an error of 6 %. 
Based on the Olson, et al., results (Ref. 3741, the following spe­
cific attenuation, relations are recommended in the 10to 100, GHz frequency 
range (see Table 3-3). These specific attentuations will be utilized through­
out this report. 
TABLE 3-3
 
RECOMMENDED SPECIFIC ATTENUATION AP?ROYMTIONS,
 
Frequency Specific Attenuaion, A, (dB/km) 
Range (R in mmhr,f in GHz) 
R 1 U
* 
10 - 25 GHz A : 4.21 x O '42 R 1.,CfO 
"42
25 -54 6Hz A = 4.21 x 10SV 2 R2'63(f)-
262(f)'54 -100 GHz - A = 4.09 x 150 Mo 6?9R k 
The specific attenuations for several of the cmmon earth-space 
bands are shown in Figure 3-2 for raindates from 0.1 to 10 inches/hr (2.54 
to-254 mm/hr) using the equations in Table 3-3. The 85 and 94 GHz curves 
overlap the 50 GHz data because of inaccuracies in the pproximations in 
Table 3-3. More accurate results are obtained from interpolation of
 
Table 3-2.
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3.2 RAIN RATE DATA
 
3.2.1 	 U.S. Sources
 
the National Weather Service's Hatiomi Climatological
In the L.S. 
Center* prepares and'maintains extensive precipitation rernrds obtained from
 
Weather Service Offices and over 12,000 observers and'agerc"iesiciThis rain 
data is avaiTable in several documents available from the National Climato­
logical Center. Several of these publications of interest to the earth-space 
path engineer are: 
a Hourly Precipitation Data (HPD) 
- 15 rinute rain rate resolution 
- published monthly by state 
- District of Columbia included in the -irginia HPD 
- available about 6 months following date of recording 
- $0.40 per copy 
& Climatological Data (CD)
 
- 1 hour rain rate resolution 
- published monthly by state 
- District of Columbia included in the Mryland and 
Delaware, CD 
- Washington National Airport WSO is inclIuded in the 
Virginia CD 
- available about 3 months following da. of recording 
- $0.40 per copy 
0- ClI3iatological 	 Data-National Summary 
- greatest 24 hour rain rate.data 
- published monthly 
- available about 4 months following daUe of recording 
- $0.70 per copy 
* Climatological Data-National Summary, Ann~ml Summary
 
- one 5 minute rain rate resolution per.month 
- available about 18rmonths following last date of 
recording
 
- $1.80 per copy
 
• National Climatic Center, Federal_ Building, Asheville,,North Ca-rolina 28831
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* 	 Local Climatological Data (LCD) 
- fmurly rain.rate resolution 
- published monthly by location 
- available about 4 months following date of recording 
-	 $0.20 per copy
 
-	 -annual issue also published for each locatton, 
$0.15 per copy
 
* 	 Storm Data
 
- published monthly for the U.S.
 
- describes type of storm and extent of jdaege. 
The Local Climatolagical Data is available for the 291 stns shown in 
Table 3-4; however, the Hourly Precipitation Data is available for many 
more 	 stations. 
Examples of the precipitation-related data available in each of 
given in Figures 3-3 to 3,7. Comparia,4 the resultsthese publications are 
at the Ai'rport (AP)for either the Baltimore Weather Station Office (WSO) 
observes that precipitation,:dta up to 15­or-the Beltsvill results, one 
while the monthily CD listsminute: resolution is avail-able in the HP's, 
The monthly CD,
only the total precipitation per hour (see Figure 3-4). 
National Summary, lists the total precipitation per month in liquid form 
snow,.or ice pellet depth at most airports. Als includedand-the total 

(see Figure 3-5) Ts the number of thunderstorms recorded during the month.
 
In the Annual Summary of the National CD (see Figure 3-6) the total precipi­
and the amounttati'on, snowfa-i (all frozen precipitation except hailstones 

and date(s) of the highest precipitation rate during Tne year for periods 
of 5 to 180 minutes are given. Unfortunately it only inclub.-one 5 minute 
there were several significant highrain rateevent per month, i.e.; if 
periods per month, only the highest will be indicated in the data. Addi­
tional techniques to retrieve more data will be described b-Iow. 
The Local Climatological Data (LCD) provides the mihfall by hour
 
An example for Asheville,
at each of the 291 stations shown in Table 3-4. 

NC, is shown in Figure 3-7. In this publication the type of weather is
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provided so that one can ascertain if the rainfall isfromsa thunderstorm or
 
a general wide-coverage weather system. The'water equivaXlent of the snow is
 
shown in the hourTy precipitation data. An*example of tie LCD rainfall data
 
for Asheville, NC, for the month of August 1975, is shomn fn Figure 3-7.
 
Note that the same information is availabl' on the Hourly Precipitation Data
 
records but that the type of rainfall event is the latter.
not noted lt'a 

HinalTy the National Climatic Center prepares a 'torm Summary on a 
monthly basis. This inforiation is of little value to syptem engineers since 
it emphasizes the damage done by the storm rather than the physics of the 
storm. For example, the most severe rain event in Ashevifle, NC, in 1975 
occurred on August 24; however, this is not indicated in the Storm Summary 
because it apparently caused no significant damage. 
If more information is desired regarding highert'Min rates associated
 
with r'i nderstorms it can be obtained for most first-order Weather Service 
,Offic. (defined as those offices manned by Weather Service personnel) sites. 
These sites generally have both tipping bucket and -universal weighing gauge 
precipitation mntors. The tipping bucket gauges generally accumulate the 
number.of 0.01 inch precipitation events in a day which is utilized to 
collaborate witT the accumulation in the other gauges. Hovever, some tipping 
bucket gauges employ a readout strip chart (triple registBr chart of opera­
tions recorder register) similarto that shown in Figure 3-8. By estimating
 
the time between tips the rain rate may be estimated. The location of 
those stations having triple register charts was not availhbie from the
 
National Climati'c Center.
 
The unfversal weighing gauge is also capable of q'oviding rain rate
 
information and isthe main instrument utilized to providr the 5-minute to
 
1 hour precipitation data. This measurement is accompli§ted by reading
 
directly from the 24-hour strip chart on the gauge. An eemple of one of
 
these strip charts is shown in Figure 3-9. These charts are available
 
dating back-toat 10 years from the National Climatic Cetter for 25 cents
 
per chart. By measuring the slope of the line, the rain nate to at least
 
5 minute resolution may be obtained and even 1-minute-rain rates maybe
 
inferred from some charts. It appears that these charts are the best
 
source of infurmation for short-duration rate data.
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FIGURE 3-8. EXAMPLE OF OPERATIONS RECORDER RECORD
 
(de N.N;S. FIELD MEASUREMENTS HANDBOOK, NO. 1 PG-B7-9)
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The last automated rain gauge utilized by the U.S. Weather Service is 
rthe Fischer-Porter gauge. This unit isa weighing gauge which punches a paper 
strip chart in a BCD format every 15 minutes. The gauge may be- set to record
 
every 5 minutes, but that resolution isgenerally not utilized by the Weather
 
Service. The gauge records to only the nearest 0.1 inch.
 
An example of how intense rain rates may be measured is now given. 
Note that froin Figure 3-6 the most intense rain rates (0.38 inches in 5 minutes) 
Standardin the Asheville, NC, WSO occurred on August 24, ending at 165& Eastern 
Time. This occurred during a thunderstorm (see Figure 3-7) but itwas not the
 
most rain in a 24-hour period, which occurred on August 17. -The amount of
 
precipitation between 1500 and 1700 EST on August 17 isnoted in the LCD in
 
Figure 3-7. However, the most data appears directly in the gauge readout shown
 
in Figure 3-9. Clearly the rainrate just before 4 PM was iore than 4.56 inch/hr 
(116 mm/hr), for the first several minutes. Interpolation yields a rate approach­
ing 150 mm/hr, for Z minutes. Another example of a cloudbnrst isshown in
 
Herein rain rates approach 300 mm/hr (12 incheshr) at 8 PM and
Figure 3-10. 
contributed to the airline crash at this airport at this time. Clearly the 
lattenuation at a ground station would be signifikant for this-type of 2 mi-nute 
event (0.00038% of & year). 
3.2.2 	 Canadian Sources 
The Atmospheric Envirorment Office* prepares several documents contain­
ing rain 	and snow precipitation data. These documents' are:
 
e 	 MonthTy Record-Western Canada, Part 1,
 
- Provinces of:
 
British Columbia
 
Alberta
 
Saskatchewan
 
Manitoba
 
-	 $21.60 fore'Ign per year
 
-	 $ 2.00 foreigh per issue 
• Head Office, 4905 Dufferin Street., Downsview, OntaYbio V3H 5T4, Canada 
Supply and Services Canada, Publishing Centre, Hull, Quebec,
t Available from: 

KDA 0S9 , 	Canada, Make checks payable to Receiver General for Canada. 
Canadians should request domestic price schedule.
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o:-	 Monthly Record-Northern Canada, Part 2
 
- Territories of:
 
Yukon
 
Northwest
 
- $12.00 foreign per year
 
$ 1.00 foreign per issue-
0 Monthly Record-Eastern Canada, Part 3
 
- Provinces of:
 
Ontario
 
Quebec
 
Nova Scotia
 
NLw Brunswick
 
- $21.60 foreign per year
 
- $ 2.00 foreign per issue
 
* 	 Canadtan Weather Review 
- published monthly 
- covers about 250 surface stations throughozt Canada 
-	 $5-.40 foreign per year
 
- '$0.50 foreign per issue 
- available about one month following the data of recording 
* 	 Snow Cover Data for Canada
 
-	 published once per winter
 
covers all provinces/territories
 
$1.00 	foreign per issue
 
available June/July of each year
 
The data fn the Monthly Reviews (available about four months following
 
recording) is of most importance to the earth-space path engineer. As shown in
 
Figure 3-11, the rainfall, snowfall and total precipitation zie- given for each
 
day of the month. The Monthly Summary table indicates the nunber of thunder­
storms, etc., and the recording rain gauge data for selected eities is given. 
These are the maximum amounts for the duration periods indicated on the date of 
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f6ccurrence. In addition, the number of hourly periods with rainfall accumu­
lations between (101-0.09, 0.1-0.19, etc., inches -is noted. These data are 
obtained from tipping bucket rain gauges measuring in increeaitcs of 0:01 inches. 
The tigpfng bucket rain gauge data is available for many more 
Canadian locations. The charts from these gauges are avail-abTe upon request 
from the ClirratoTogical Recording ServicPs Branch of the Head Office in
 
Downsview, Ontario, at a nominal charge.
 
3.2.3 Worldwfdt Sources 
Many -cauntries prepare meteorological data similar to' the US and 
Canada. Many of these are on file at the National Weather -rvice Library, 
Room 816, Gramax,Bldg., 13th Street, Silver Spring, MD. -. document, the
0n 

Monthly Climattc Data for the World does list the number of arays per month a 
station redeives more than 1 mm of rain and the total rainfalil per month. 
The data is coarse and can only provide a general indication of the precipi­
tation climate. An example is shown in Figure 3-12. This d.cument is available 
for $0.70 per nmnthly copy about 9 months following the recaTding date from
 
the National COimatic Center. 
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3.3 "EFFECTIVE PATH LENGTH 
3.3.1 Overvtew 
Given the specific attenuation A at a given frequency and rain rate, 
the total attenuatfon along the earth-space path may be calculated given the 
length of the path through the attenuating medium. The effective path length 
provides the couplirg between the specific-attenuation and the, total attenua­
tion. However, because the attenuation varies with distance along the path an 
integral must be caTculated. The values of the point rain rate R along the 
path at any time t are not known so the concept of the effective path length 
L"has been introduced. At any given instant t it isdefined as
 
e 
Le(f,s) A Ef,R(s=O)] AT {f,s] 
= JA[f,R(s)]ds 
s--O 
where L (f,s) is the.effective-path length at frequency f, tme t, and along the e 
earth-space path s. s is zero at the ground station and R(s-#.) is the point 
rain rate at the ground station. AT is the total path attenLuntion along the 
at time t, and s, is a point along the path above which A is negligiblypath s 

small. Implicitly sis a function of the elevation angle 9 nd the OC isotherm
 
height where (the precipitation exists as ice, and R isa function of s and t
 
as dense rain cells pass through
because the rain rate varies along tbe path s 

the link.
 
The value af the integral has been measured by direct observation of
 
satellite beacons (Ref. 3-8) and radar diagnostics of rain systems (Ref. 3-9). 
3.3.2 Elevation Angle Dependence
 
The path length s of the attenuating medium may-be closely approxi­
mated by the cosecant e relation. This assumes a planegeowatry which is nearly 
the case for typical heights to the OC isotherm (less than 5 kin, see 
Figure 3-16) and elevation angjes above 10 degrees. 
503-26 

3.4. RAINFALL MODELS FOR THE U.S. AND CANADA
 
The information in Sections 3.1 through 3.3 will allow one to compute
 
the attenuation along an earth-space path given the point rain rate R. In this
 
section four modeTs are presented to provide the cumulative statistics for R.
 
The models described here are: 
-i c 
a) the Global Rain Model (Ref. 3-12)
 
b) the Rice-Holberg Model (Ref. 3-13)
 
c) 	the Dutton-Dougherty Model (ReF. 3-14, 3-15) 
dl 	 the Lin Model (Ref. 3-16). 
The results presented herein are only those portions of the model which apply 
to calculation o R and its distribution along the path. In Section 3.5 the 
total attenuation is calculated. 
Other rain and rain attenuation prediction and scaling models have
 
been published and are in the process of being developed. These include:
 
e) 	the Synthetic Storm Model developed at the Virginia Polytechnic 
Institute and State University, R. R. Persiinger, W. L. Stutzman, 
RW E.. Castle and C. W. Bostian, preprirnt; md R. R. Persinger 
and W.1. Stutzman, VPI & SU Interim Report 1978-1, June, 1978. 
f) 	the Frequency Scaling Model developed at COiSAT Laboratories,
 
F. Tseng and G. Hyde, EASCON 78, Arlington, VA, Sept. 25-27,
 
1978, pg. 396.
 
g) 	the Storm Cell Model developed at Ohio State University,
 
L.-R. Zintsmaster, ElectroScience Lab. Statls Report 2374-9,
 
Mfy 1972.
 
h) 	the Location-Dependent Attenuation Model dfveloped at the Applied 
Physics Laboratory, J. Goldhirsh, Proc. URFI, Comm. F, La Baule, 
France, 28 April - 6 May 1978, pg. 305; an' Radio Scieice, 
vaT. 12, Sept - Oct 1977, pg. 741. 
These four models should be consulted, as appropriate, wtere they appear to
 
extend the results of the more frequently utilized models..
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3.4.1. 	 The Global Rain Model (Ref. 3-12)
 
=>his modeT fs currently being proposed to supplement and update the
 
current CCIR model described in Report 563. The climatic regions are defined
 
and then the distribution curve for tne surface point rain rate data in each
 
region is developed.. The five rain rate regions for the U.S.. and Canada are
 
shown in Figure 3-14. The rain rate distributions for each of the regions
 
are show jn Figure 3-15. The adjacent geographic distributions are used as the
 
upper and lower bounds for the point-to-point and year-to-year variation of the
 
observed annual distribution function. A table of values cdrresponding to 
Figure 3-15 is shown inTable 3-5. 
The relatton 
-Y(D) R
r = 

isutilized to account for the path averaged rain rate cmpred to the
 
ground station rainT rate, where D = H/tan® is the horizotal1 projection (basal) 
length of the path to the height H of the OC isotherm (see Figure 3-16) and 
t (D)and 6(D)snown in Figure 3-17 are the parameters for the path averag­
ing model. The path averaged rain rate isthen 
Rave =rR
 
The effective path lnTgth isLe = H cscO.
for a given probabfTity of occurrence. 

For ground stations above one kilometer, it appears desirabls to subtract the
 
ground station altitude from the value of H given inFigure 3-I&and use this
 
value for the effective path length. -­_
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TABLE 3-5 
RAII RATE DISTRIBUTION VALUES (mm/hr) 
PERCENT PAIN RATL CLI.\rE REGIONS 
OF YEAR A B C D E F G if 
0.001 28 54 80 102 164 66 M9 2SI 
0.002 24 40 62 86 144 51 109 220 
0.005 19 26 41 64 117 34 M 178 
0.01 is 19 28 49 98 23 (9 147 
0.02 12 14 18 35, 77 14 a: 115 
0.05 8.0 9M5 11 22 52 8,0 -M 77 
'0.i 6-S 6.8 7.2- is 35. 5.5 __ Si 
0.-2 4.0 4.8 6.8 9.5 21 3.8 AT 31 
0.5 2.S 3.0 2.8 5.2 8.5 2.4 13..0 
1.0 1-7 1.8 1.9 3.0 4.0 1.7 4 0 6,4 
2".0 1.1 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 1.1 j.6 2.8 
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3.4.2 The Rice-Holmberg Model (Ref. 3-13)
 
The Rice-Holmberg model is the basis for the CCIR rainfall model used
 
in Report 563. In the R-H model the rain events are divided into two groups.
 
The first group applies to convective storms (thunderstorms). The second group
 
includes all other rain events. The model yields the amount of time Tt(R). that
 
a t - minute average rainfall rate exceeds a given value R.
 
For one-minute time intervals (the motivation for selecting a one-minute
 
average is based on weather data and statistics (see Figure 3-20)).
 
TI(R) = M {O.03 exp(-0.03R) + 0.2(1-0) [exp(-O.258R)
 
+ 1.86exp(-1.63R)]) hours
 
where M is the total annual rainfall in millimeters, and B is the ratio of the 
rainfall during thunderstorms to the total rainfall for the year. To utilize 
this formula, M the average annual rainfall, must be determined (not including 
snowfall) from the weather records for a given location. The Annual Summary of 
Climatological Data (Figure 3-6) indicates, for example, that the normal pre­
cipitation for Baltimore averaged from 1941 to 1970 is 1028 irni minus the snowfall. 
The snowfall data is obtained from reviewing many years of the data and assuming 
that 10 mm of snow equals I mm of liquid water. 
The ratio of the thunderstorm rainfall to the total rainfall, 5, is 
obtainable from the local Climatological Data for the location, For example. 
referring to Figure 3-7, in August 1975 in Asheville, NC, 2.97 inches of rain 
was associated with the 10 thunderstorms during the month. The total precipita­
tion for August was 3.63 inches, so 5 = 2.97/3.63 = 0.82. When averaged over the 
entire year this number would be much lower. 
Maps showing M and $ are shown in Figures 3-18 and 3-19. These numbers
 
may also be used in the one-minute average rainfall formula given above to obtain
 
the number of hours per year during which the rainfall rate exceeds R. The per­
centage per year is obtained by dividing by 87.66 (there are 8766 hours per year).
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3.4.3. The Dutton-Dougherty Model (Refs. 3-14, 3-15)
 
This model is also referred to as the modified Rice-Holmberg model.
 
The model yields an improved estimate of Tt(R), i.e., the number of hours.that
 
Usually t = I
the t - minute averaged rain rate will exceed R at the surface. 

minute is considered to be-representative of the instantaneous, rain rate.
 
In the Dutton-Dougherty model the percent of an average year Pt(R) that
 
rate
minute rainfall rates R are expected are grouped into three rainfall
t ­
regimes, namely
 
Pt(R) = 0.0114 Tit exp(-R/Rlt) R > 30 mm/hr
 
Pt(R) = 0.0114 Tst exp(-v /Thf) 5 < R < 30 mm/hr
 
Pt(R) = 0.0114 (Tit + T2t) exp (-R/Rf) R < 5 mm/hr
 
Here the Rit, R' and T2t are linear combinations of M, B and D = 24 + 3M hours
 
(Ref. 3-13) by the relation
 
Rit aitM + a2tB + a3tD + a4t ± S,
 
T2t =bitM + b2t ±S 2
 
R= b3tM + b4t + bstD + b6t ±S3
 
where S1, S2 and S3 are the standard errors which can be shown to be small
 
compared to RW T2t and Rf (Ref. 3-17). The Natl. Telecom.Inform. Ag. will
 
make available a well annotated computer program (DEGP76) to do these calcula­
tions (Ref. 3-18). This program does not include all of the smoothing algori­
thms currently being added to an updated program. The parameters Tit = M/Rt,
 
Tst and Tit are found from the boundary condition equations between the regimes
 
at 5 and 30 mm/hr.
 
Dutton (Ref. 3-15) has extended the model to include the variance of R
 
for a given Tt(R). This allows calculation of confidence limits on the average
 
cumulative statistics. These calculations are not included in the DEGP76 program
 
and require additional regression analyses of data from several locations within
 
In addition, Dutton (Ref. 3-15) has demonstrated how to
the same climatic zone. 
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obtain a zona-lly averaged rain rate distribution for a climatic zone (similar
 
to the curves in Figure 3-15) and it is suggested that these analyses be utilized
 
to define the zone boundaries.
 
3.4.4 The Lin Model (Ref. 3-16)
 
Lin has observed that the rain rate probability is approximately
 
lognormal. Namely,
 
P(R)PoCO){ erfc RiSR in Rm]}
 
whereP(R is the probability that the surface point rain rate exceeds rain
 
rate R, P (0) is the probability that it is raining, Ri is the instantaneous
 
rain rate, R is the mean value of R. and S is the standard deviation of In R. 
m - * SR 
The value of P (0)is usually calculated for a rain rate of 0.25 mm/hr 
or more. This selection is made because 0.25 mm/hr has little effect on links 
below 60 GHz and most rain gauges can not measure more accurately than-0.25 
mm/hr. In addition, since the Weather Service measures rain accumulations 
during a period of one hour, the effect of integration time has been experimen­
tally estimated to be 
P(R > 0.25 mm/hr I T < 1 min) IP(R > 0.25 mm/hr IT = 1 hr).
 
This relation allows one to estimate P (0) from the HPD's shown in Figure 3-4,
 
the LCD's shown in Figure 3-8 or the Canadian Recording Rain Gauge Data as
 
shown in Figure 3-13. This formula is dominated by the low rain rates and should
 
not be applied to higher rates where convecti-ve storms lasting several minutes
 
yield lognormal statistics.
 
The initial value selected for Rm should be obtained from the total
 
rainfall for the year (precipitation minus snowfall) divided by the number of
 
hours the rainfall exceeds 0.25 mm/hr (0101 inch/hr). This data is found in the
 
HPD's, the LCD's or the Canadian Monthly Review. The final values for Rm and SR
 
are obtained by a least-squares approximation that minimizes the differences
 
between the data points and the lognormal approximation. Typical values for
 
Merrimack Valley, MA (Climate Region D, see Figure 3-14)'are (Ref. 3-16) Rm
 
1.23 mm/hr, SR - . = 3.3%.
1.34, P0(0) 0,033 
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The instantaneous rain rate Ri is assumed to be averaged over a 2­
second interval which corresponds to the volume inthe main Fresnel zone
 
divided by the raindrop terminal velocity. Measurements of the rain rate
 
distribution dependence on the gauge integration time have been made in the
 
range 1.5 sec < t < 2 min. for at least one location. The data isshown in
 
Figure 3-20 from Ref. 3-19.
 
The probability Po(O) isthe probability of rainfall at a point.
 
However, intuitively one would expect that for a path of elevation angle e
 
that rain may be occurring along the path but not at the gauge. This has
 
been compensated for inthe Global model by the factor r. Inthe Lin model,
 
the Po is modified to be Po(D), where D is the horizontal projection of the
 
path. Experimental data in Florida has yielded an empirical relation (Ref. 
3-20) 
1 - Po(O) 
+11-
where D is in kilometers. Thus for earth-space paths, the Po(D) value shoul-:
 
be used instead of PO(N).
 
Later models developed by Lin have recently been published and are
 
also recommended for use here. Measurements at US locations have shown that
 
the total attenuation = (AL)/(I+L/E(R)), where A is the specific a'ttenua­
tion, L is path length through the storm, R is the 5-minute point rain rate
 
inmm/hr and P(R)=12636/(R-6.2))km (see Refs. 3-21 and 3-22). Typically Lin
 
finds that storm height are 4 km, so L-(H-G)csc 0, where G is the ground
 
station altitude.
 
3.4.5 	 Worst-Month Statistics
 
Designers of communications systems who must meet "any month" per­
formance criteria will need a model for the worst-month or worst 30-day sta­
tistics. These statistics are the average percentage of time within the worst
 
month which comes once per year when a threshold is exceeded.
 
Recently Crane and DeBrunner (Ref. 3-23) have applied an exponential
 
model to fit the tail of the distribution curve. Using the notation in Ref.
 
3-23, the probability of exceeding the worst-month threshold value is P(xhj),
 
where ,hdenotes the worst month and j denotes the threshold rain rate value
 
related to the path attenuation margin budget and other system parameters.
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The distribution for N years is
 
P(xhj) = 12 N = Coj exp(-x1 /Clj) 
where Xhj is the probability of exceeding j during the worst month. Invert­
ing the equation yields 
Xhj = Cj ln(12 N Coj) = C1, ln(Coj/P(xhj)).
 
An example of this distribution is shown in Figure 3-21. The values Coj ana 
Cjj may'be obtained from the figure, e.g., Coj = 0.2 and C1j = 7.9.x 1,)-5. 
For the case where "1= 1 year, a bound on Coj may be oLtained fron 
]n(12 Coj)

M <- C 1 < 4.41 
where M (M > 3) is the number of months during the year that rain typically
 
occurs. If M < 3, the use of the exponential distribution model should be 
questioned.
 
The data in Figure 3-21 is best obtained from the CD (Figure 3-4)
 
where the number of days with heavy precipitation is recorded or from Table 7
 
of the Canadian Monthly Record (Figure 3-11). Ultimately, the rain gauge
 
charts for the dates and locations identified above will be required to ob­
tain the high rain rate data.
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3.5 TOTAL RAIN ATTENUATION PREDICTIONS 
-3.5.1 General Approaches 
An estimate of the rain attenuation cumulative statistics may be 
on the amount of
determined in several ways. The optimum way depends both 

rain and/or attenuation data available and on the level of sophistication
 
desired. In general the cumulative statistics can be calculated over a
 
period of a year with 99% error bounds, so that only 1 year in 100 will be
 
the exception. The system engineer, based on the path margin available
 
for attenuation, can then judge how the attenuation will affect the per-

Depending on the data base available,
formance and availability of the system. 

the designer may compute the cumulative statistics in several ways; however,
 
it is recommended that the simplest calculations be carried out first to
 
give a general feeling for the statistics and also to act as a check on the
 
results of more sophisticated calculations.
 
The several flow charts in Figures 3-22 to 3-24 will assist with
 
The steps are numbered to
deciding which calculations are to be pursued. 

allow easy reference with the discussions to follow.
 
Generally the yearly cumulative statistics are desired. The worst
 
an earlier section. Again
30-day or worst-month statistics were discussed in 

it is emphasized that only the rain statistics are desired, since snow has
 
The examples used here are for synchronous
a much lower specific attenuation. 

positions.
or near-synchronous satellites with relatively stable orbital 

3.5.2 Analytic Estimates of Attenuation Statistics (Figure 3-22)
 
Referring to Figure 3-22, the required given parameters are the
 
ground station latitude, longitude and elevation; the satellite Orbital
 
position which allows calculation of the elevation angle; and the operating
 
frequency. Step I is to determine the rain zone climate region from Figure
 
3-14 and utilize the appropriate one-minute averagesurface rain rate curve
 
shown in Figure 3-15. Given the latitude, -elevation and season of the year,
 
the averaged rain rate along the link is computed using Figures 3-16 and 3-17.
 
In Step 2 the effective path length is computed from Le = H cscG and the total
 
attenuation is then computed from Table 3-3 and Le.
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3.5.2.1 Example: Analytic Estimate Procedure (Figure 3-22)
 
For the case of the 20 GHz ATS-6 link from Rosman, NC,
3.5.2.1.1 Global Model. 

latitude = 35 degrees N, longitude = 82 degrees W, elevation = 880 meters, the
 
elevation angle = 47 degrees, so it is located in rain region D. The OC iso­
therm height H = 3.7 km so the horizontal path length D H/tan 0 = 3.7/tan(470 )
 
* 0o.,13 
-
3.45 km z 3 km. The rain rate average parameter r = y(D) R (D)= 1.6 R-0
 
= ° '87
 so the averaged rain rate = r R 1.6 R . This factor is used to modify the
 
ordinate of Figure 3-15, i.e., for a surface rain rate of 50 mm/hr, the averaged
 
rain rate is48 mm/hr. The effective path length is Le = H csce = 5.1 km. The
 
specific attenuation (from Table 3-3 ) is
 
.
A = 0.06 Ravel 12 dB/km 
where the path averaged rain rate Rave is utilized. The total attenuation due to
 
rain will exceed
 
ALe= 0.06 (48)1' 12(5.1) dB = 23.4 dB
 
for 0.01% of a year (53 minutes) using the Global Model. The lower bound for 0.01%
 
of the year is computed from curve E of Figure 3-15 and the upper boudd from curve
 
B of Figure 3-15.
 
3.5.2.1.2 Rice-Holmberg and Lin Models. If a more accurate estimation isdesired, the
 
Rice-Holmberg model may be applied (see Step 5). The M and B paramters may be computed
 
by averaging several years records from a nearby Weather Station Office or from the
 
Using the data in these Figures for the Asheville,
maps in Figures 3-18 and 3-19. 

NC-area, M 11150 mm and 6 = 0.3. For the surface rain rate of 50 ,m/hr
 
T1(50) = 1150 {(O.03)(0.3)exp[(0.03)(50)
 
+ (0.2)(0.7)exp[(-O.258)(50]
 
+ 1.86exp [(-1.63)(50)11
 
= 2.3 hours = 0.026% of the year.
 
Clearly, this ishigher than the 0.01% predicted by the Global Model.
 
The Lin model would use the 5-minute rain rate data'from the Weather
 
This has not been done in this report, however, data for Palmetto,
Station office. 

GA (Ref. 3-22) yields T (50) 1.1 hours = 0.012% of the year.
 
*Some compensation for the ground station height has been considered by
 
rounding 3.45 km down to 3 km.
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3.5.2.1.3 Dutton-Dougherty Model. Because of this disparity it appears
 
worthwhile to check these estimates with other models (e.g., the Dutton-

Dougherty model, Step 8). The results for all three models along with
 
the measured ATS-6 data are shown in Figure 3-25. The Dutton-Dougherty
 
model best approximates the measured 20 GHz data from ATS-6. Unfortunately,
 
the Dutton-Dougherty model also includes the clear attenuation of approxi­
mately 2.5 dB. This value appears high (see calculations in Section 2
 
yielding 1.2 dB) and so the Dutton-Dougherty model results should be shifted
 
by about 1 dB.
 
3.5.2.2 Discussion of Example. In this case the more difficult model to
 
apply yields the most accurate results. The Rice-Holmberg model fits quite
 
well for low values of attenuation but begins to deviate at values of
 
probability in excess of 0.02% or less. For percentages near 0.1% the model
 
tends to underestimate the data. The Global model also tends to under­
estimate the statistics of the attenuation. Similar estimates made for
 
White Sands, NM (Region F) also indicate that the attenuation is under­
,estimated with the Global model.
 
3.5.3 Attenuation Estimates Given Rain Rate Statistics. (Figure 3-23)
 
If the rainfall is measured by a weather service for a period of
 
10 years or more near a ground station site, the rain rate statistics may
 
be generated from the LCD's or HPD's supplemented by the universal weigh­
ing gauge charts (see Figures 3-9 and 3-10) or a tipping bucket chart as
 
shown in Figure 3-8 during the heavy rain events. It is desirable to
 
obtain the data in one-minute rain rate averaged increments. This is close
 
to the instantaneous rain rate needed for the statistics (Ref. 3-19).
 
The rain rate statistics are now averaged along the link path
 
using the relation Rave = r R (Step 12A), or the point rain rate may be
 
utilized directly in the specific attenuation formula (Step 12). If the
 
averaged rain rate is utilized, then the effective path length is Le H csco.
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If the point rain rate is utilized in the specific attendation calculation, the
 
-0 '3
 
effective path length is found in Figure 3-13 or the formula Le(R) = 12.82 R

should be utilized. Since the effective path lengths in Figure 3-13 have been
 
measured, it appears more accurate to use the experimental relations. The
 
results of these calculations will be the total attenuation at the operating
 
frequency. These attenuations are then plotted on the parallel to the rain
 
rate axis similar to Figure 3-25.
 
3.5.3.1 Example of Attenuation Statistics Given Rain-Rate Statistics.
 
(Figure 3-23). At Rosman, NC, the rain rate from the near bucket
 
was measured over a period of six months (July to December, 1974). The
 
resulting distribution is shown in Figure 3-26. The attenuation values for
 
a given probability of occurrence are then computed using the specific
 
0 '
 
attenuation and the effective path length relation Le = 12.82 R- . The Le
 
term causes the attenuation estimate to deviate from the rain rate distribu­
tion for high values of rain rate.
 
3.5.4 Attenuation Estimates Given Limited Rain Rate and Attenuation 
Statistics (Figure 3-24) 
3.5.4.1 Distribution Extension. Referring to Figure 3-24, the amount of giveu 
data is more extensive than the other methods mentioned, except that both the
 
rain rat and attenuation statistics were measured over a limited period of
 
time (typically less than a year). It is desirable to extend these statis­
tics to a one-year period through a procedure called distribution extension.
 
Consider the rain rate distribution first. Two situation are likely
 
to occur. First, if the measurements were made for a tptal time T only
 
occasionally during a time period T, to T2 , and one desires to extrapolate the
 
measured distribution to the total time T2 - T,. The second situation occurs
 
when the measurements made between Tland T2 are to be extrapolated to a larger
 
time period To to T3 which includes T, and T2.
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For the first case of distribution extension, Bayes' rule
 
indicates how the extension is to be performed. Namely
 
P(Ri > ROJT < T 2 - TI) P(T < T2 - TI) = 
P(T <T2 -	 T, I Ri > R0) P(Ri > %), 
which states that the (probability that the instantaneous rain rate Ri is
 
greater than or equal to some specified rain rate R0 during the measurement
 
time T less than or equal to the period from T, to T2) times (the probability
 
that T is less than or equal to T2 - T1) equals (the probability that a
 
R.) times (the probability that Ri > Ro).
measurement was made given that Ri > 

T,, this results in the identity
For the obvious limit that T = T2 ­
= 
P(Ri > R0 I T = - TI) (1) (1)P(Ri > R ). 
The term P(T T< - T, Ri > Ro) accounts for the fact that ifone made a 
this term would
nonrepresentative set of measurements during T when Ri > Ro 

correct the measured distribution to the true distribution. The desired
 
quantity is
 
-
T1)TI) P(T <_T
< T 2 ­k =P(R i > R0 IT 
0 	 P(T < T2 - T, I Ri > Ro)
 
_ 	
-
For the second situation, namely measurements were made during a
 
time T between T1 and T2 and one wishes to extend the distribution to a longer
 
< the same formula applies
sampling period To to T3, where T. T, < T2 < T3, 

except T, becomes To and T2 becomes T3. Here, for example, the term
 
IRi > R ) will account for the seasonal frequency dependence
P(T < T3 - To 

The value of this term is difficult to determine,
of thunderstorms, etc. 

however the frequency of thunderstorms and number of hours with rain inexcess
 
of a-specified level will give approximations to the P(T < T3 - ToI R > R).
 
Referring to Figure 3-24, the cumulative rain distribution has been
 
determined 	(Step 18) by distribution extension. If the attenuation statistics
 
at the operating frequency, the cumulative attenuation statistics
were taken; 

T3-
may be plotted. The construction of this curve, P(ALi > AL0 T < TO),
 
is shown in Figure 3-27. In this figure, the P(Ri > RoI T<TZ- TI),
 
P(R j T < T3 - T) and PAL-i >ALo I T <T 2 - T )re available from.the
 i > R 

* Note: Inthis section Le the effective path lengths, has been abbreviated L.
 , 
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measurements and the distribution extension. The desired curve
 
P(ALi > ALo I T < T3 - T0 ) is constructed by noting that the distance 
c - d is equal to a - b. For example, if the rain rate during the attenuation 
measurement period T exceeded R' mm/hr with probability P (point a), and 
the measured attenuation for the same probability was about A' dB (point b), 
and the rain rate exceeded R' for probability P" of the total period T3 - To 
(point c), then the attenuation for the entire period T. to T3 would be expected
 
to exceed A' dB for that same probability P" (point d). Using this technique,
 
the entire curve P(ALI > AL IT<T 3 - T.) is generated. The probabilities P 
during the period T, to T3 may also be expressed as a percentage of the time 
T3 - To or, e.g., as the number of minutes during the period T3 - To. 
3.5.4.2 Frequency Scaling. IfSteps 19B, C or D are the case, Steps 20, 21
 
and/or 22 may be required. Step 20 is carried out by one of the following
 
frequency scaling techniques. These are
 
20-1) empirical scaling 
20-2) specific attenuation scaling 
20-3) Gaussian rain distribution scaling. 
Technique 20-1 utilizes experimental data to relate the total rain­
_induced attenuation at one frequency to another frequency. The attenuation
 
also depehds on polarization because of the ellipsivity of the raindrops, but
 
this effect is small compared to the accuracy of the above estimates and
 
results primarily in depolarization. A general rule for scaling data based
 
on 11 and 19 GHz radar data is (Ref. 3-24)
 
1 72 
AL(f 2) f2 

AL (T ) NT 
where AL is the total attenuation along the path and f1i are the operating
 
frequencies for the measurements.
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Technique 20-2 utilizes the specific attenuation data (Ref. 3-4)
 
in Section 3.1.3 to scale A(f2)/A(fl). L is assumed to be independent of
 
frequency. The result is
 
af R(b(fab(fl)) = a(fa)
 
since b(f2) - b(fzl)O. Note that this result is dependent on rain rate R.
 
Finally, technique 20-3 assumes that each cell is spatially distributed
 
along the earth-space path according to the relation (Ref. 3-28)
 
R(s) = Roexp(-s 2/z2 )
 
where s is along the path, .t is the characteristic cell dimension and R is 
the peak rain rate in the cell. Neglecting the term t0 )(f2))/b(f), 
the result is
 
Sb(f9)-b(f)

ALf a(f) pf(AL) b(f1)~ bf1
 
which is implicity dependent on R through the term AL(f1).
 
Dropinth tem £(b(f1)-b(f2))/b(f1 )
Dropping the term k (can result in errors when 
frequency scaling over wide frequency ranges. For a typical value of £ = 5 km., 
the error in scaling from 11.7 to 31.65 GHz is 20% due to this term alone. 
Therefore, for frequency scaling of more than two to one, it isrecommended that 
:the full relation 
AL(f2) fa(f) (j b(f2)/2b(f1 ))
b(f/b(f) -

a(fl)A b(f2)
 
(1- b(f2)/b(fl))AL(fj)b(f2)/b(fl)
 
be utilized.
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Tables of these frequency scaling factors are presented here for the
 
common frequencies of 11.7, 15.3, 20, 28.56 and 31.65 GHz (see Tables 3-6 and
 
3-7). The values of a(ft), etc., are taken from the analytic relations in
 
Section 3.1.3.
 
3.5.4.3 Elevation Angle Scaling. Step 21, the elevation angle scaling
 
between the operational elevation angle 9op and the measured data angle 9
 
may be corrected for by using the relation
 
AL(9 csco sinG 
opO 
-
AL(9) csc9 sin9op 
The corrections for the frequency and elevation angle scaling are first
 
applied to the P(AL i AL I T < T2 - TI) curve by varying the value of ALo
o 

e.g., ALe becomes AL' due to frequency scaling and elevation angle corrections.
 
The curve P(AL i I AL' IT < T3 - TO) is then computed using the procedure
 
.shown in Figure 3-24.
 
Ifmore accurate cumulative attenuation statistics are required, it
 
will be necessary to increase the attenuation measurement time T to obtain a
 
truly representative sample of measurements.
 
3.5.4.4 Example of Attenuation Estimate Given Limited Rain Rate and
 
Attenuation Statistics. The distribution extension technique has been applied
 
to a six-month period from July to December 1974 at Rosman, NC. Here
 
attenuation measurements were made for T = 608 minutes during the T = 725
 
minutes of measurable rainfall. Rainfall measurements were then made from
 
July (T ) to December (T3). Using the technique in Figure 3-27, the
 
attenuation distribution for the T3- To period was estimated (see Figure 3-28).
 
Inthis case steps 19 and 20 were not required, since the measurements
 
were made at 20 GHz and at the ATS-6 'elevation angle. If an estimate were
 
desired for another satellite at another frequency steps 19'and 20 would be
 
carried through using the attenuation statistics obtained from the distribution
 
extension technique.
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TABL: 3-3
 
FREQUENCY SCALING RATIOS FROM SPECIFIC ATTENUATION
 
(Technique 20-2)
 
Frequency f2 , GHz
 
11.7 15.3 20 28.56 31.65_i
 
. 7 0 024 -0.048 -0.'007 -0.13E
 
11.7 1 1.91R "3.66R 8.67R 11.0R
 
$0.024 
-0.024 - 0.083 -. 1.15.3 0.52R 1 1.91R 4.53R 5.76R
 
0.48. 0.024 -0.06 -0.061­
20 0.27R .52R 1 2.37R 3.01R0.11 0.083 o.06 -0O fo,8
28.56 0.12R 0.22R 0.42R . 1.27ROO 
l 
LI­
0.0280.088
.112 131.65 O.09R,.136 0.17R .33R .79R 
Note: R in mm/hr
 
f = 11.7 GHz a = 0.0162 dB'hr/km.mm b = 1.1641 
f = 15.3 a 0.0310 b = 1.1401 
f = 20.0 a = 0.0593 b = 1.1165 
f = 28.56 a 0.1404 b = 1.0568 
f = 31.65 a = 0.1787 b = 1.0285 
a and b are derived from the analytic formulas in Table 3-3. More
 
accurate values may be obtained by interpola-ting Table 3-2.
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TABLE 3-7 
FREQUENCY SCALING RATIOS FROM GAUSSIAN RAIN 
DISTRIBUTION SCALING 
(Technique 20-3) 
Frequency f2 , GHz _ 
N 11.7 15.3 20.0 28.56 31.65 
11.7 1.0 1.858 3.418 7.408 9.048 
15.3 0.535 1.0 1.875 4.19a 5.205 
20.0 0.285 0.538 1.0 2.32a 2.928 
28.56 0.115 0.215 0.41s 1.0 1.298 
31.65 0.0835 0.16a 0.31B 0.77a 1.0 
(b(f2)/b(fl)) 
Note: 5 = AL(fl) and Zo = 4 km 
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4.1 
4.0 CLOUD, FOG, SAND AND DUST ATTENUATION
 
SPECIFIC ATTENUATION OF WATER DROPLETS
 
The attenuation of clouds and fog arises from the small droplets (gen­
erally less than 0.01 cm diametery and can be computed in the Rayleigh approxi­
mation. Therefore specific attenuation is related to the water vapor density
 
of the cloud or fog (Ref. 4-1) as described in the Appendix. The resulting
 
specific attenuation for clouds or fog is
 
Ac = Kc Pw dB/km
 
where Kc is the specific attenuation per unit water vapor density pw Kc is 
in the units dBm3/g.km or dB-m 3/kg-km depending on the units of pw" 
Values of Kc versus frequency are given in Figure 4-1 (Ref. 4-2)..In 
engineering calculations for fog, which is generally most intense at the surface 
on a cool evening, the 10C curve is recommended for summer and the O0 C is more
 
appropriate for other seasons. For clouds, as with 'ain, the O°C curve is recom­
mended. Note that these are theoretically-derived curves and so their value is
 
unveri fied.
 
4.2 CLOUDS*
 
For heavy cumulus or cumulonimbus clouds, pw is-typically between Igm/m 3
 
and 2.5 gm/m 3 (Ref. 4-3),. although values as high as 4 to 5 gm/m 3 are occasionally
 
*Much of this work is taken from ORI Tech. Report 1187, D. Rogers and R. Kaul, 
June 1977.
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observed (Ref. 4-4). Fair weather cumulus clouds have liquid water contents
 
about an order of magnitude smaller (Ref. 4-5). For nonprecipitating events an
 
upper limit of 2.5 gm/m3 seems appropriate for system design in the U.S. and
 
Canada. More detailed calculations may be made using the data inTable 4-1
 
(adapted from Ref. 4-6) and-local cloud data.
 
Estimates of the path length Lc through the clouds are more difficult 
to make. The maximum dimensions (horizontal andcvertical) for heavy cumulus 
and cumulonimbus clouds are about 10 km (Ref. 4-7). Ifone assumes a right 
circular cylinder cenfiguration and knowing the elevation angle, an approximate 
length Lc may be determined. HoweVer for elevation angles below 30 degrees the 
effects of multiple clouds should be considered. As a general rule, a maximur. 
L z 10 km is not unreasonable, resulting in total cloud attenuation -(upper 
bound) at 11.7 GHz of 
=
Kc PwLJmax (0.13 dBm 3/km •gm)(2.5 gm/m 3) km)
%(10 

= 3.25 dB
 
This result is quite high and should be -considered an upper bound. The cor­
responding upper bounds at 20 and 30 GHz are 10 dB and 20 dB, respectively. 
Measurements made at Slough, United Kingdon, do not confirm these re­
sults (Ref. 4-1). The vertical attenuations at 95 and 150 GHz made between
 
October 1975 and May 1976- are shown in Table 4-2.
 
- TABLE 4-2
 
ADDITIONAL ATTENUATION IN CLOUDS
 
Type Attenuation (dB) 
f=95 GHz f=150 GHz 
Strato-cumulus 0.5 -1 0.5 - I 
Small, fine weather cumulus 0.5 0.5 
Large cumulus 1.5 2.0 
Cumul o-ni mbus 2-7 3-8 
Nimbus-strato (rain cloud) 2-4 5-7 
Note: Water vapor density at ground level, was 4 to 11 gm/m 3 resulting i-n a
 
clear-air attenuation of 0.7 to 1 dB and 1 to'3 dB at 95 and 150 GHz, 
respecti vely.
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TABLE 4-1
 
PROPERTIES OF CLOUDS
 
Cloud Type 

Cirrostratus, Arctic 

Cirrostratus, Midlatitude 

Cirrostratus, -Tropical 

Altocumuls and Altostratus 

Low-lying Stratus 

Stratocumul us 

Fair Weather Cumulus 

Cumulus with Rain, 2.4 mm/hr 

Cumulus with Rain, 12 mm/hr 
Cumulus Congestus 

Cumulonimbus with Rain, 

150 mm/hr 

Water 

Density
(g/m3) 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.15 

0.25 

0.25 

0.5 

1.0 

0.5 

0.1 

1.0 

2.0 

0.5 

2.0 

4.0 

0.3 

0.5 

0.8 

1.0 

0.5 

6.3 

7.0 

8.0 

4.0 

3.0 

0.2 

4-4 -
Base Top
 
Height Height
(m) (m)
 
4000 6000
 
5000 7000
 
6000 8000
 
2400 2900
 
150 1000
 
1320 660
 
500 1000
 
1000 1500
 
1500 2000
 
0 500
 
500 1000
 
2000 3000
 
0 400
 
400 1000
 
1000 4000
 
1000 1200
 
1200 1600
 
1600 2000
 
2000 2500
 
2500 3000
 
I
 
O 300
 
300 1000
 
1000 4000
 
4000 6000
 
6000 8000
 
8000 10000 ­
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These results, assuming the data in Figure 4-1 is correct and Lc = 10 kin, yield
 
=
values for pw (8 dB)/(5 dB. m3/kg.gm)(10 km)
 
= 0.16 gm/m 3.
 
If one assumes Pw = 2.5 gm/m 3, then 
Lc = (8 dB)/(5 dBm3/kg-gm)(2.5 gm/m
3 
= 0.64 km.
 
Neither result seems reasonable and so some engineering judgement must be used
 
here for the'total cloud attenuation.
 
Measurements made near Austin, Texas (Ref. 4-2) at frequencies of 35
 
and 95GHz indicated mean attenuations of 0.18 and 0.61 dB, respectively for
 
strato-cumulus clouds. Correspondingly for cumulus clouds (probably ranging
 
between the small and large cumulus values in Table 4-2), attenuations between
 
0.12 and 0.34 dB were observed, respectively. The maximum cloud attenuations
 
at 35 and 95 GHz were 2.3 and 10 dB, respectively, rising from rain-bearing
 
clouds.
 
Measurements of cloud attenuation can be most easily made with radic­
meters and verified with satellite beacon measurements. These attenuatiGn values
 
fall in the range where radiometers. are most accurate.
 
4.3 FOG
 
Fog results from the consideration of atmospheric water vapor into.water 
droplets that remain suspended in air. When the resulting cloud of water droplets 
or ice crystals envelops an observer and restricts his ability to detect a black 
target against the sky horizon background by the 2 to 5% threshold contrast of
 
the human eye at a distance of one kilometer or less~the international defini­
tion of fog has been satisfied (Ref. 4-8 and 4-9). The relation (Ref. 4-10)
 
-1"43
 Pw = 0.0156 V

appears to adequately relate pw to the visibility V in km for pw < 0.4 gm/m
 
This applies only to advective (coastal) fogs which form over'open water as a
 
result of the advection (movement) of warm, moist air over colder water. For
 
radiation (inland) fog which forms in air that has been over land during daylight
 
4-5 90 
hours preceding the night of formation, the relation (Ref. 4-11)
 
54

-
1
.
 
Pw = (42 V) 
has been derived. The conditions favorable for radiative fog are: (1)air that 
has been under a cloud cover (with or without precipitation) during the day 
previous to its formation and (2)pools of air cooled to an excessive degree 
which collect in valleys, low, marshy land and along rivers on calm, clear 
nights. The maximum pw is generally less than 1.0 gm/n3 
The attenuation due to fog is modelled by the same relation as clouds, but
 
using the 0 or 10 0 C value for the specific attenuation per gm/m 3. Unfortunately,
the spatial distribution of Pw or Lc has not been measured via satellite beacons. 
Typical pw values for fog and haze are given in Table 4-3. 
TABLE 4-3
 
PROPERTIES OF FOG AND HAZE
 
Type 
Water 
Density
gm/ 3 
Base 
Height(i) 
Top 
Height(i) Visibility(m) 
Fog Layer* 0.15 0 50 
-
Radiation (inland)Fogt 0.11 - - 100 
Advection (coastal)
Fogt 0.17 - - 200 
Haze, Heavy* 0.001 0 1500 -
*Adapted from Ref. 4-6.
 
tAdapted from Ref. 4-8.
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4.4 SAND AND DUST ATTENUATION
 
Sand and dust scatter electromagnetic energy aid their effect may be
 
evaluated via Mie scattering. To date simulated measurements have been carried
 
out in the laboratory (Ref. 4-12). At 10 GHz and concentrations of sand and
 
dust less than 10- 15gm/cm 3 the measured specific attenuation was less than
 
0.1 dB/km for sand and 0.4 dB/km for clay. Severe storms have concentrations 
exceeding these values. 
Blowing sand and dust storms occur in some regions of the U.S. These
 
are recorded by the Weather Service as part of the Local Climatological Data (LCD)
 
at the 291 stations. Ground stations needing this information should review the
 
data recorded by a nearby LCD recording station.
 
The vertical extent of these sand storms is unknown, but it seems un­
likely that high concentrations would exceed 1 km. The path length is expected 
to vary between j and 3 km, generally resulting in a total additional attenuation 
due to sand of the order of 1 dB or less. No measured satellite beacon link data 
is available to confirm these results. 
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APPENDIX
 
CONVERSION OF WATER VAPOR PARAMETERS
 
The U.S. and Canadian weather services provide measurements of the
 
surface relative humidity. To calculate the attenuation due to water vapor, it
 
is necessary to convert this quantity to the mass of water in a unit volume of
 
air (gm/m 3) at the surface. In calculations of the refractivity the partial
 
pressure (mbar) of water vapor is frequently required. In this appendix the
 
conversion formulas are presented.
 
CONVERSION OF RELATIVE HUMIDITY TO PARTIAL PRESSURE OF WATER VAPOR
 
To a very good approximation the earth's atmosphere obeys an ideal gas
 
law equation of state, except during periods when the water vapor will be super­
saturated or supercooled. Fortunately, except for cloud physics, this is not a
 
contributing factor for earth-space propagation.
 
The equation of state for dry air is pv = RdT where Rd = 287 joule/kg OK,
 
p is the pressure in newtons/m2 (1 newton/m 2 = 1.45 x 10 ' lb/in 2), v is the
 
specific volume in m3/kg ( v = l/p, p = density) and T is the temperature in 0K.
 
The equation of state for water vapor at atmospheric pressures and
 
temperatures has been experimentally determined to be
 
-ev = 461 T
 
where e is the partial pressure of the water vapor.
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Since both dry air and water vapor act like perfect gasses, the
 
Gibbs-Dalton law may be utilized for humid air so that
 
(i dRd +!iw~w)pv = Md + 11w ) T = P + e)v 
where p, v and T are the total pressure, specific volume and temperature of 
the humid air. Md and Mw are the masses of dry air and water vapor in grams, 
and R = 287 and R. = 461 joule/kg - OK, respectively. 
The relative humidity is defined as
 
R.H. = e-­s
 
where es is the saturation vapor pressure corresponding to the temperature of
 
the mixture. The saturated partial pressure may be found in the ASME Steam
 
Tables or the Handbook of Chemistry and Physics. A plot of e5 in newtons/m 2
 
versus temperature is given in Figure A-I.
 
CONVERSION OF RELATIVE HUMIDITY TO WATER VAPOR DENSITY
 
The water vapor density Pw (kg/m 3) at a given temperature T and vapor
 
pressure e may be found from the ideal gas law; i.e.,
 
=
Pw = 1/Vw e/(RwT) = (R.H.)es/(RwT) 
where e is the vapor pressure in newtons/m 2 , Rw = 461 joule/kg'- OK, and T is the 
absolute temperature. 
Alternatively, the saturated water vapor specific volume vw is given 
in the ASME Steam Tables and the Handbook of Chemistry and Physics. The con­
version for the specific volume is 
vw(m3/kg) = 0.052 vw(ft3/Ibm) 
where Ibm is the mass equivalent to a pound in a standard accele­
ration field. Then Pw = (vw)-" 
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FIGURE A-i. THE SATURATED PARTIAL PRESSURE OF WATER VAPOR VERSUS TEIPERATURE. 
VPPROXIMATE CONVERSION OF RELATIVE HUMIDITY TO COLUMNAR WATER CONTENT
 
For radiometric measurements, it is useful to knowthe total amount
 
of water vapor ina column along the line of sight. To a first approximation,
 
one can assume that the water vapor density p is distributed exponentially
 
0
from the surface to the 0 C altitude. The zonally averaged height of this
 
isotherm is given in Figure A-2 for the rain climates shown in Chapter II.
 
The amount of water in a column along the line of sight is
 
A
 
R = csco® p 	 j-y(x-A1) dx
 
A,
 
where A, isthe ground station altitude, A, isthe OC altitude, Pws = (R.H.) ess 
isthe surface water vapor density and (is the scale height. The 7 is deter­
mined by the boundary conditions
 
lnPws - lnPwoc
 
A1 - A9 
--	 are computed from Figure A-I for the appropriate
'where w"4s and pPwoo C 
surface temperature. The total column of water is then
 
(csce)(Pws - PWOOC)(A2 - A,)
R(kg/m2) = in Pws -in WO
 
lpns- 1nPwooc
 
AN EXAMPLE
 
The following example applies to the Rosman, N.C. ground station
 
= 
(elevation = 880m, latitude = 35%) to ATS-6 (elevation angle 470) for th&
 
= 
month of September (Tsurface = 80°F 26.7 , R.H. = 60%). 
At this temperature the saturated water vapor content e is0.51 psia
 
or 3516 newtons/m2 (from Figure'A-1), so the surface vapor pressure is 2110
 
newtons/n2 .
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The water vapor densities are computed from the. ideal gas law at
 
the ground station altitude A1 .
 
(R.H.) es 
Pw 
s 
(H
Rw 
e
T 
- (0.6) (3516)(461) (300) = 1 3x10 kg/r 3 
Pw oC = (0.6) (607) 2.9 x 10-3 kg/m 3 
(461-) (273.2) 
The altitude of the OC isotherm is approximated from Figure A-2:
 
=
A2 3700 m
 
Using the formula to calculate the columnar water content yields:
 
-3 

RCsc(470o (3700-880) (15.3 - 2.9) x 10 = 28.75 kg/m 
2 
In 15.3 - In 2.9
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1.1 
1.0 PATH DIVERSITY
 
THE PATH DIVERSITY CONCEPT
 
Rain attenuation often degrades earth-space paths operating above
 
10 GHz so seriously that the requirements of economical design and reliable
 
performance cannot be achieved simultaneously. To overcome this problem, Hogg
 
(1968) proposed the use of path diversity on earth-space paths to achieve tne
 
desired level of system reliability at a reasonable cost compromise. This
 
proposal was based on the hypothesis that rain cells and, in particular, the
 
intense rain cells that cause the most severe fading are rather limited in
 
spatial extent. Furthermore, these rain cells do not occur immediately
 
adjacent to one another. Thus, one might expect that the probability of simul­
taneous fading on two paths to spatially separated earth terminals would be
 
less than that associated with either individual path. This hypothesis was
 
tested first by Wilson (1970) using-radiometric n6ise emission measurements to
 
determine the rain attenuation on separated paths and by Hodge (1974a) using
 
actual earth-space paths. These and other ensuing experiments have clearly
 
demonstrated that path diversity is an effective technique for improving system
 
reliability in the presence of rain attenuation.
 
The reliability improvement resulting from the use of path diver­
sity must ultimately be balanced against the increased system costs arising
 
from the need for a second earth terminal site, antenna, equipment, and
 
connecting link between the two earth terminals. Of course, redundant equip­
1-1 106 
ment 	normally utilized at a single terminal might simply be separated physically
 
to achieve this improvement at a reduced cost. Also, a judicious design might
 
incorporate the connecting link as part of the trunk link to the earth terminals
 
in order to further reduce the overall cost. Finally, the overall system
 
reliability degradation due to the requirement of additional system equipment
 
must 	be weighed also. This cost and equipment reliability will not be con­
sidered further in this discussion. The remainder of this discussion will b?
 
directed toward the design and performance of path diversity systems independent
 
of cost and equipment reliability aspects.
 
A typical path diversity earth terminal configuration is shown in
 
Figure 1.1-1 along with the definitions which will be used in the following dis­
cussion. The parameters are defined as follows:
 
Az = 	azimuth of earth-space path (degrees)
 
EL = 	elevation of earth-space path (degrees)
 
d = separation between earth terminals (km)
 
B = orientation of earth terminal baseline (degrees 0<B < 180)
 
.0 = 	major axis of predominant rain cell orientation degrees, 
0<0 < 180) -
Two alternative approaches (Brandinger-1978) have also been suggested
 
,as techniques for improving reliability in the presence of rain attenuation;
 
these are angle and frequency diversity. The first, angle diversity, uses one
 
ground site with more than one earth-space path to satellites located in sepa­
rated orbital positions; thus, the paths are oriented along different azimuths.
 
If arain cell is located on one path at some distance from the terminal, the
 
result will be quite similar to that for path diversity; however, if a rain cell
 
is located near the terminal, little improvement results. This approach is not as
 
effective as path diversity but may find utility in caset where multiple satellites
 
are available.
 
The second approach, frequency diversity, is based on the frequency
 
dependence of rainfall attenuation. In this case channel-assignments both above
 
and below 10 GHz are incorporated in the same system. Thus, in the event of rain­
fall, high priority traffic is diverted to the lower frequency which is less sus­
ceptible to rain attenuation. Thus, the channel capacity is adaptively reduced to
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1.2 
maintain reliability for a portion of the traffic. This is equivalent to
 
assigning all high priority traffic to a lower frequency'and tolerating a
 
lower reliability channel above 10 GHz. This approach will probably not be
 
useful in general applications.
 
DIVERSITY GAIN AND DIVERSITY ADVANTAGE
 
In order to characterize the performance of a path diversity system,
 
it is convenient to establish a descriptive parameter for-this purpose. Two
 
such parameters have been proposed and utilized in the literature; they are
 
diversity gain, G, and diversity improvement, I.
 
Let us consider the distribution of rain attenuation, i.e., excess
 
path attenuation, fade depth, or attenuation above the clear sky level, exceeded
 
on a single path, A(T),t for a given percentage of time, T, and the rain
 
attenuation, Adiv(T),-exceeded jointly on two separated paths for the. same per­
centage of time as shown in Figure 1.2-1. It appears to be more customary in
 
the literature to plot-A along the-abscissa and T along the ordinate, even
 
though A is generally taken to be a function dependent upon T. Obviously, if
 
the attenuation distribution is measured or modelled properly, the functional
 
relationship between A and T in any given experiment is unique whether one
 
chooses to think of A being dependent upon T, A(T), or T being dependent upon
 
A, T(A). Furthermore, given A(T), T(A) is immediately known. Therefore, both
 
functionMl relations will be utilized in the following.
 
. It should also be noted that percentage time, T(A), will be assumed 
to be equivalent to the probability-of occurrence, P(A), multiplied by 100, T(A) 
= 100 P(A). This, of course, is only an approximation for experimental data of 
limited duration. Therefore, the term percentage time will be utilized in the 
following discussion instead of probability in order to emphasize this fact. 
Diversity gain, G, (Hodge-1974a) may be defined as the difference
 
between the rain attenuation exceeded on a single path and that exceeded
 
jointly on separated paths for a given percentage of time, i.e.,
 
G(A) = A(T) - Adiv (T) C1.2-) 
t In this section A denotes the total attenuation. ALe was used in
 
section II.
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Diversity advantage, I, (Wilson and Mammel-1973) may be defined as the ratio of
 
the percentage of time exceeded on a single path to that exceeded jointly on
 
separated paths for a given rain attenuation level, i.e.,
 
T(A) 
I(A) = (1.2-2) 
Tdiv (A) 
Diversity gain may be interpreted as the reduction in the required system margin
 
at a particular percentage of time afforded by the use of path diversity. Al­
ternatively, diversity advantage may be interpreted-as the factor by which the
 
fade time is improved at a particular attenuation level due to the use of path
 
diversity.
 
Clearly, both diversity gain and advantage are functions of attenua­
tion level or, implicitly, percentage of time. Furthermore, referring to Fig.
 
1.2-1, it is evident that the specification of either diversity gain or improve­
ment along with single terminal fade distribution permits the joint attenuation
 
Ito be reconstructed. Therefore, in principle, these two parameters are equiva­
lent and contain the same information; however, in actual practice this is not
 
the case. This can be seen by again referring to Fig. 1,2-1 and also observing
 
that the uncertainty of experimental data increases as the percentage time of
 
occurrence decreases., Now, the diversity gain determined at a particular fade
 
depth depends upon two quantities, A(T) and Adiv(T), subject to uncertainties
 
of the same order. In contrast, the diversity advantage associated with the
 
same fade depth, A, will be a ratio of a quantity, T(A), subject to the same­
order of uncertainty as that determining Gdiv(A), to a quantity, Tdiv(A),
 
subject to a much larger uncertainty. Therefore, one may conclude that the
 
diversi'ty advantage factor will be subject to greater uncertainty than the
 
diversity gain parameter associated with the same fade depth. The variability
 
of the diversity advantage factors as~compared with the diversity gains reported
 
in the experimental literature and referred to in the following readily confirms
 
this argument.
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In the preceding discussion, it has been implicitly assumed that
 
the fade distributions associated with each individual earth terminal 
were
 
These distri­identical. However, in actual practice this is seldom the case. 

butions may differ because the measurement period is not long enough-for 
the
 
case the differences
 
spatial rainfall distribution to become uniform; in this 

between the distributions are an indication of the uncertainty 
of the measure­
met. Alternatively, local climatological variations may give 
rise to real
 
differences between distributions measured only a few kilometers 
apart; very
 
In general, however,
little is known definitively about this latter effect. 

since there is little or no basis to give greater weight to one 
distribution
 
1.2-1 and 1.2-2 should be general­over another, the definitions given in eqs. 

ized for experimental data analysis to:
 
G(A) = Aave(T) - A iv(T) (L.-3)
 
(1.2-4!

I(A) = Tave(A) 

Tdi v(A 
where Aave(T) is the average of the single terminal fade depth exceeded 
for
 
the percentage time, T, and Tave (A)is the average of single terminal 
percent­
ages of time exceeded at the fade level A.
 
DIVERSITY EXPERIMENTS
 
1.3.1 Experimental Methods
 
Four methods have been used to experimentally determine the per-

Th6 first, of course, is the
 formance of earth-space path diversity systems. 

earth-space paths using
direct measurement of path attenuation on actual 

This method is the most direct method but is
 synchronous satellite beacons. 

expensive and relies on the availability of appropriate satellite 
beacons.
 
The second method simulates path attenuation from measurements of radiometric
 
This radiometric technique is based on-the simple relationship
noise emission. 

between radiometric sky temperature and path attenuation which is applicable
 
in rainfall at frequencies below
 when scattering is not significant, i.e., 
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Skabout 30 GHz. This method is generally less expensive than direct satellite
 
beacons. However, as the path attenuation increases, the sky temperature
 
asymptotically approaches the mean absorption temperature of the path, about
 
270 K; this limits the useful dynamic range of the inferred attenuation levels
 
to approximately 10-12 db.
 
The third technique uses conventional meteorologi6al radar measure­
ments of backscatter from rainfall to estimate in turn the reflectivity, rain
 
rate, and specific attenuation associated with each resolution cell. Path
 
attenuations may then be found by summing the specific attenuation along the
 
paths of interest. This approach is subject to uncertainties resulting from
 
variations in the drop size distribution and the presence of ice, hail, and
 
snow on the path. Nevertheless, the number of possible diversity configurations
 
and paths that can be synthesized from digitally recorded reflectivity data males
 
this technique extremely attractive. It appears to be the only practical
 
method for the study of spatial anisotropy, local climatological, and baseline
 
orientation questions.
 
The fourth method utilizes radiometric measurements of solar emission
 
to determine the atmospheric path attenuation. This method does not suffer fromt
 
the dynamic range limitation of the radiometric method mentioned above. However,
 
by virtue of the suntracking, the measurement paths are limited to a unique rela­
tionship between the path azimuth, path elevation, and local time of day. This
 
makes the separation of dependences on these variables virtually impossible.
 
Therefore, this latter technique will not be considered in detail in the following.
 
1.3..2 Experimental Results
 
The experimental diversity results available in the literature are
 
summarized in Table 1.3.2-1. This table includes the results reported for each
 
of the four methods described in the preceding section. In each case the
 
reference is cited along with the location of the experiment, the frequency,
 
separation distance, baseline orientation, path azimuth, and path elevation. In
 
cases where multiple measurements are reported, the range-of the appropriate
 
parameters is indicated.
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TABLE 1.3.2-1 SUMMARY OF DIVERSITY EXPERIMENTS
 
I. SATELLITE EXPERIMENTS
 
REFERENCE LOCATION FREQ. SEPARATION BASELINE Az EL 
Hodge (1974) Columbus, Ohio 15.3 GHz 4.0-8.3 km 159-164O 2100 380 
Hodge (1976b) Columbus, Ohio 20-30 13.2-14.0 33-151o 1970 400 
Vogel, et al (1976) Austin, Texas 30 11.0 00 .1720 550 
Hyde (1976) Boston, Mass. 18 6.7-35.2 74-930 2120 360 
Columbus, Ohio 18 5.1-38.9 91-950 1960 420 
Starkville, Miss. 18 8.3-40.0 1050-113 ° 1900  51 ° 
II. RADIOMETER EXPERIMENTS
 
Wilson (1970) Crawford Hill, N.J. 16 3.2-14.4 1350 2260 320
 
c 

Crawford Hill, N.J. 16 11.2-30.4 - 1350 226 320Wilson & Mammel (1973) 

Gray (1973) Crawford Hill, N.J. 16 19.0-33.0 45-135' 	 2260 320
 
1800 450
Funakawa & Otsu (197A) Kokubunji, Japan 35 15.0 ---

° 
Hall & Allnutt (1975) Slough, England 11.6 1.7-23.6 20-1060 	 1980 30'
 
c
 
Slough, England 11.6 1.7-23.60 20-1060 1980 30
Allnutt (1976) 

13 18.0 110 1220
Strickland (1977) Quebec, Canada 190
 
13 21.6 10 1160 160
Ontario, Canada 

Bergmann (1977) Atlanta, Georgia 17.8 15.8-46.9 141-1460 2280 380
 
860 . 1970 430 Denver, Colorado 17.8 33.1 

III. RADAR EXPERIMENTS
 
13-18 2-20 0-180 0-360
0 450
Goldhirsh & Robison (1975) Wallops Island, Va. 

Goldhirsh (1975) Wallops Island, Va. 13-100 2-20 0-1800 0-3600 450
 
18 220 0-1800 0-360'
Goldhirsh (1976) Wallops Island, Va. 450
 
13 4-42 0-1800 122-2400 19-400
Hodge (1978) 	 Montreal, Quebec 

IV. SUNTRACKER EXPERIMENTS
 
Wulfsburg (1973) Boston, Mass. 35 11.2 1580
 
Funakawa & Otsu (1974) Kokubunji, Japan 35 15.0 .........
 
Davies & Croom (1974) Slough, England 37 10.3 670 ......
 
Davies (1976) Slough, England 37 10.3-18.0 67-1100 	 ......
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1.4 PATH DIVERSITY DESIGN FACTORS
 
1.4.1 Separation Distance
 
Diversity gain depends strongly upon the earth terminal separation
 
distance, d. The diversity gain increases rapidly as d is increased over a small
 
separation distance, ihe., up to about 10 km; thereafter the gain increases more
 
slowly until a maximum value is reached, usually between about 10 and 30 km
 
(Fig. 1.4,1-1). This maximum value is generally quite close to that value
 
associated with uncorrelated fading at the individual earth terminals. The
 
maximum value has been referred to in the literature as an optimum value in the
 
sense that it is the largest observed value. It may be argued that negatively
 
correlated rainfall along the separated paths could produce higher values of
 
gain; however, no cases of this occurrence have been reported.
 
The uncorrelated diversity gain may be calculated from the single
 
terminal attenuation distribution in the following manner. First, the condi­
tional single terminal attenuation distribution, Pc(A), is formed given that
 
fading is occurring on the path. This is necessitated by virtue of the fact
 
that the absence of fading on separated paths is well correlated during clear
 
weather (Goldhirsh-1976). The joint conditional probability of uncorrelated
 
attenuation on separated paths, Pdiv (A), is then simply the square of the
 
C
 
single path conditional probability, i.e.,
 
Pdivc(A) = [Pc(A)] (1.q.1-I)
 
or Tdiv (A)= cc(A)2/100 (1.4.1-2) 
where the relationship between probability and percentage time is as described
 
above. The relationships between the absolute and conditional quantities are
 
P(A) = PRPc(A) (1.4.1-3)
 
or T(A) = T T (A)/100 (1.4.1-4)
RC
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where the subscript R is associated with the probability or percentage time
 
that rainfall attenuation is occurring on a single path.
 
A practical difficulty is associated with the determination of
 
PR and TR. Namely, as a result of clear air and/or cloud induced scintillations
 
on the received signal it is usually not possible to clearly distinguish
 
between small rain induced fades and clear air scintillation. Therefore, it
 
has beeh customary to establish a threshold of attenuation beyond which the
 
fading isassumed to be due to rain. This level has been typically taken to be­
tween 0.5 and 3.0 dB.
 
Incontrast to the uncorrelated case, one may argue that 6orrelated
 
fading may occur for paths separated by distances associated with typical rain
 
cell separation distances. This would tend to decrease the diversity gain over
 
some range of separation distances. Such an effect may be inferred from the
 
rainfall statistics of Freeny and Gabbe (1969); however, these statistics are­
associated with point rainfall rates ratherthan path average rainfall rates.
 
Again, no definitive report of this effect has been published to date.
 
1.4.2 	 Baseline Orientation
 
The perpendicular separation between parallel paths is greatest
 
when the earth terminals are located on a baseline perpendicular to thd pro­
jections of th6 paths on the earth's surface, This arrangement minimizes the
 
possibility of both paths passing through the same rain cell. Nevertheless,
 
the dependence of diversity gain on baseline orientation isquite weak except,
 
possibly, for very short separation distances (Fig. 1.4.2-1).
 
The baseline orientation problem is further complicated ifspatial
 
anisotropy of the rain cells, i.e., a preferred direction of rain cell
 
elongation, isknown to exist in the region of interest. Inthis case, a
 
baseline orientation perpendicular to the preferred axis of rain cell orientation
 
would be desirable if the direction of the propagation path were ignored.
 
Considering 	both factors together, it appears that the most desirable
 
baseline orientation is that which bisects the larger of the two angles between
 
the projection of the propagation path and the preferred axis of rain cell
 
*orientation.
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1.4.3 Path Elevation Angle
 
The separation distance required to achieve a given level of
 
diversity gain increases as the path elevation angle decreases (Hodge-1978).
 
This is due to the increased likelihood of path intersections with rain cells
 
at lower elevation angles. This effect is coupled to the problem of rain cell
 
anisotropy and path azimuth as noted below.
 
1.4.4 Path Azimuth Angle
 
For synchronous satellites the path azimuth and elevation angles
 
are not independent, and, thus, the dependence of diversity performance on these
 
variables cannot be fully separated. If all rain cells were isotropic, one would
 
expect no variation in diversity performance with azimuth angle other than that
 
However, when rain cell anisotropy is con­associated with the elevation angles. 

sidered, there appears to be a weak improvement in diversity performance for
 
path azimuths in the quadrant not containing the preferred axis of rain cell
 
orientation.
 
1.4.5 Link Frequency
 
Experimental measurements to data have shown no significant depend­
ency of diversity gain on the link frequency (Goldhirsh and Robinson-1975) over
 
the 10-30 GHz frequency. Certainly the probability of a given attenuation level
 
being exceeded on a single path is strongly frequency dependent. However, diver­
sity gain is a conditional statistic based upon the difference between single
 
terminal and diversity attenuation levels. However, for link frequencies above
 
30 GHz, attenuation on both paths simultaneously can be sufficient to create­
an outage. not recommended.Therefore, extrapolation beyond 30 GHz is 
1.4.6 Anisotropy of Rain Cells Along a Front 
There is a tendency for convective rain cells associated with 
frontal activity to occur in bands nearly perpendicular to the direction of
 
a
movement of the front. The direction of motion of the cells within such 

band tends to be along or slightly ahead of the directionof the front, and,
 
more intense cells tend to elongate in-their direction of
furthermore, the 

motion (Harrold and Austin-1974). Thus, two types of anisotropy are evident.
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The first is associated with tie elongation of individual cells and is related
 
to the probability of parallel paths passing through the same cells.- The second
 
is associated with the statistics of the vector separation between rain cells
 
and is associated with the probability of parallel paths simultaneously inter­
secting two different rain cells.
 
Fortunately, for simplicity's sake, these two preferred orientations
 
are nearly parallel, and thus the same corrective action is required in each
 
case. Namely, the baseline orientation should be nearly perpendicular to these'
 
preferred directions,
 
It should be noted at this point that diversity gain is not
 
directly dependent upon either the speed or direction of rain cell motion; it
 
is dependent only on motion through the relationship between-motion and spatial
 
anisotropy. On the other hand, fade duration statistics will be quite dependent
 
upon the speed and direction of rain cell motion.
 
1.4.7 Local Climatology
 
To a first order of approximation it is commonly assumed that the
 
probabilities of rain cell occurrence are uniformly distributed over rather large
 
regions of the earth's surface. This assumption may be invalidated by the
 
presence of any one of the following features: mountains, large valleys,
 
large bodjes of water, or urban heat "islands". These features can give rise
 
to nonuniform spatial distributions of rain cell probabilities.
 
Spatial distributions of rainfall accumulation are readily available
 
in the meteorological literature.; however, it is not currently known whether
 
the use of these data is applicable to the question of earth terminal siting.
 
For example, it may be argued that these rainfall accumulations are dominated
 
by low rainfall rates and thus do not reflect the spatial distributions of
 
intense rain cells which dominate the occurrence of high attenuation levels on
 
earth-space paths.
 
1.4.8 Switching Rates
 
The fading rate on a single path is relatively slow. The highest
 
rates reported are on the order of 0.1 dB/sec. at 15 GHz (Hodge-1974a, Strick­
land-1977). This implies that the decision and switching process for diversity
 
paths may be quite slowand should pose no significant problem in the system design.
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1.4.9 Connectinq Link
 
The implementation of a path diversity system must incorporate
 
a connecting link between the two earth terminals. If this link is closed,
 
i.e., waveguide, coax, etc., its performances will be independent of meteoro­
logical variables and will not directly influence the reliability improvement
 
provided bythe use of path diversity. If, however, the connecting link
 
'operates above 10 GHz in the atmosphere, the joint fading statistics of the
 
connecting link with the earth-space paths must be considered. This degrading
 
effect appears to be small except for cases of very long baselines or baseline
 
orientations parallel to the earth-space propagation paths. (Ferguson and
 
Rogers-1978)
 
1.4.10 Multiple Earth Terminals
 
Substantial link reliability improvements result from the use of two
 
earth-space propagation paths. Thus one may conjecture that further improvement
 
might result from the addition of additional diversity paths. Cost considerations
 
generally make this approach unattractive. Furthermore, the resulting additional
 
improvement is generally quite small. This can beobserved by considering the
 
uncorrelated fading case discussed earlier. The conditional probability of
 
joint fading on N paths, given that fading occurs on a single path, is
 
Pdiv = PNC(A) (1.4.10-1) 
cN 
Determination of diversity gain for N diversity terminals shows that most of the
 
gain is realized for two terminals with very little further increase in gain for
 
additional terminals (Hodge-1974b).
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2.0 PATH DIVERSITY DESIGN INFORMATION
 
EMPIRICAL MODEL
 
The data available from early diversity experiments in New Jersey
 
and Ohio (Hodge-1974a, Wilson-1970, Wilson and Mammel-1973, Gray-1973) were
 
used to develop an empirical model for the dependence of diversity gain on
 
separation distance, d, and single site attenuation, A. (Hodge-1976a). The
 
resulting model was of the form
 
G a - bd) (2.1-1) 
where the coefficients a and b depended upon the single site attenuation
 
according-to
 
a = A -3.6 (1-e-0 24A  ) (2.1-2)
 
b = 0.46 (1-e-0.26A ) (2.1-3)
 
These results were nominally applicable to baseline orientations of 1350, i.e.,
 
NW-SE, elevation angles of 350, azimuth angles of 2200, and link frequencies of
 
15 GHz. The model reproduced all of the available data at the time within 0.75
 
dB as shown in Fig. 2.1-1. The variation of the coefficients a and b are shown
 
in Fig. 2.1-2.
 
The coefficient a represents the diversity gain achieved for large
 
separation distances according to Eq. 2.1-1. From Eq. 2.1-2, it is seen that
 
this achieved diversity gain is simply A-3.6 dB for large fade depths. In
 
addition, referring to Eq. 2;1-1, the quantity 3/b is the separation distance
 
required to achieve 95% of the maximum diversity gain for large fade depths;
 
from the equation for b this model yielded a value of 6.5 km.
 
i The empirical relation should not be utilized for attenuation in 
excess of 15 or 20 dB, since it appears to reach an unphysical limit for large
 
attenuation values such as those associated with frequencies above 30 GHz.
 
*This and the following paragraph were written by R. Kaul, ORI, Inc.
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2-3 124. 
Consider the following relation for the link margin:
 
MI = M - A + G (2.1-4)
 
where M' is the link margin at any time and M is the zero-rain link margin.
 
Inthe limit where A becomes large
 
-
M'=M - 3.6 - (A-3.6)e 46d (2.1-5) 
-0224A
 
-
neglecting terms similar to e , etc. Thus for even moderate separation 
distances, d > 10 km 
M' M - 3.6 (2.1-6) 
which says that the link only degrades 3.6 dB for any level af attenuation.
 
Rewriting Eq. 2.1-5 for A yields the amount of attenuation on
 
the reference link allowable for a given M and M',
 
"46d
A = 3.6 + (M-M'-3.6)e+0 (2.1-7)
 
Solving this for M = 20 dB, M'min = lOdB for a low error rate and d = 10 km, 
yields 
Amax = 3.6 + (20-I0-3.6)e0 "46d (2.1-8) 
=640 dB!
 
Clearly this is a physically unrealizable number. A term must be added to Eq.
 
2.1-7 and then into 2.1-1 to avoid this situation. The form of this term is
 
now under study.
 
A more recent analysis of radar data near Montreal, Quebec,
 
(Hodge-1978) has yielded considerably larger values of 3/b; they range from
 
13.8 to 31.3 km depending on the path azimuth and elevation angles. It is
 
believed that these larger values are a result of the averaging method used
 
to obtain the diversity gain in this case. The average percentage diversity 
gain was defined inthis work to be
 
N G(Ai) x 10­
-
xGave E A I00 
i=1
 
-bd)
and the coefficient resulting from the modeling of Gave a(l-e are given
 
inTable 2.1-1.
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TABLE 2.1-1 COEFFICIENTS FOR EMPIRICAL MODEL BASED ON MONTREAL DATA
 
(f = 13 GHz, Hodge-1978)
 
CASE Az El a b 3/b 
I 121.50 18.50 53.0% 0.096 km- 31.3 km 
II 181.5 37.7 51.2 0.155 19.4 
III 240.1 17.9 50.5 0.126 23.8 
IV 210.0 40.0 51.6 0.156 19.2 
USE OF THE EMPIRICAL MODEL
 
The experimental results in Figure 2.1-1 do demonstrate that the
 
diversity gain does appear to apply up to the 8 to 10 dB level in the 10 to
 
30 GHz frequency range. Using this fact, the cumulative attenuation statistics
 
for a hypothetical ground station system of two identical stations separated
 
by 10 to 15 km at Rosman, N.C., would yield statistics significantly better
 
than one station. These are shown in Figure 2.2-1 based on the attenuation
 
data obtained by the distribution extension technique in Section II. The
 
diversity gain is the difference in attenuation levels for- a given percentage
 
of exceedance. For example, at A = 10 dB the diversity gain is approximately
 
6.7 dB (see Figure 2.1-1). The di-versity advantage (defined in Figure 1'2-1)
 
-would be about 4.8 at A = 3.3 dB.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
 
1.1 MECHANISMS FOR SIGNAL FLUCTUATIONS AND LOW ANGLE FADING
 
The amplitude, phase, and angle-of-arrival of a microwave signal
 
passing through the troposphere vary due to inhomogeneities in the refractivity
 
(clear air), clouds and rain. The effects occur-on time scales shorter than
 
a minute and on spatial scales shorter than a kilometer.
 
1.2 ANTENNA APERTURE EFFECTS
 
The effects of the tropospheric turbulences and the antenna can not
 
be totally decoupled because, of course, the measurements and operating sys­
tems utilize antennas. The antenna aperture processes the incident wavefront
 
with its spatial and temporal fluctuations into a received signal with only
 
temporal variations.
 
Wavefront tilt due to inhomogeneities and gradients in the refrac­
tivity appear to the antenna as-an angle-of-arrival variation. Average-ele­
vation angle ray bending is usually 10 times more pronounced than azimuthal
 
ray bending. However wave tilt fluctuations tend to be randomlydistributed
 
in angle relative to the slant path porpagation direction, at least when
 
the majority of the path is abo'e the regime of surface-effects (surface ef­
fects extend upwards several hundred meters).
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Fluctuations occurring on spatial scales smaller than the size of
 
the aperture are often referred to as wavefront ripple. This phase incoher­
ence results in an instantaneous gain loss or degradation.
 
The fluctuations described herein apply to the ground station downlink
 
because its antenna is in close proximity to the turbulent medium. An uplink
 
satellite path will suffer fluctuation gain degradation only due to scattering
 
Because of the large distance traversed by the wave
of energy out of the path. 

since leaving the troposphere, the wave arrives at the satellite antenna as
 
(no ripple) and with only minute angle-of-arrival effects.
 a plane wave 
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2.D AMPLITUDE FLUCTUATIONS BASED UPON THE-COMBINED
 
EFFECTS OF AMPLITUDE AND ANGLE-OF-ARRIVAL
 
FLUCTUATIONS -- MODEL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
 
2.1 	 OVERVIEW
 
The phenomena of amplitude and angle-of-arrival fluctuations combine
 
to form received signal amplitude fluctuations. For many cases of propagation
 
one or more of these effects may often be neglected. For example, a receiving
 
system which employs an antenna with a wide beamwidth will not experience
 
angle-of-arrival-induced amplitude fluctuations for most elevation angles.
 
However, such simplification is not always possible. The theory of wave propa­
gation and scattering in random media allows a combination of the turbulence­
induced effects to be performed in the context of weak fluctuation along a
 
line-of-sight path. The work of Ishimaru (1978), which defines coherent and
 
incoherent field components as a plane wave propagates through a random medium,
 
provides a method of combining amplitude and angle-of-arrival effects into a
 
model of received signal amplitude fluctuation. A model utilizing the concept
 
of incident plane wave decomposition (see Figure 1) has been proposed by Theobold
 
and Hodge (1978).
 
2.2 	 VARIANCE OF RECEIVED SIGNAL AMPLITUDE
 
The assumption of weak turbulence, i.e,, log-amplitude variance
 
ax2 < 0.5, is invoked for a plane wave incident on a region of turbulence,
 
propagating a distance L(km) and impinging on a circular aperture of diameter
 
2-1
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CONSTANT INANGLEIc(z0) 
RECEIVING 
APERTUREPLANE I TIME FLUCTUATION AA-
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SCONSTANT IN AMPLITUDE I 
-
z=O z L 
TURBULENT
 
TROPOSPHERE 
Figure 1. Decomposition into Coherent and
 
Incoherent Components
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d (meters). The antenna is assumed to have a Gaussian pattern function with
 
half-power beamwidth B (degrees). If v is the received signal amplitude, an
 
expression for signal variance relative to average power is
 
S2 = 10 g <o > -<v/> 
li B2/ B2 \2
Ic.B
 
-
IcC 8a 2 n(2) + Bz i (4 o2pn(2) + B') 
= 10 loglo
 
'c+ i (4 a. In (2) + B') 
where 
I i - exp [-L/Lo]
I (1J 
Ic = (I Ii) / ( + U2)
 
al2 2
= amplitude variance x

Ca22 = angle-of-arrival variance (deg2 )
 
L = path length
 
Lo = a function of density and cross-section of scattering along the
 
path
 
Measurements at The Ohio State University of the ATS-6 2, 20 and 30 GHz beacons
 
as the satellite underwent synchronous orbit transition were used to derive'
 
empirical constants for .this model with an effective turbulence height, h, of
 
6 km (typical), re = mean earth radius = 6377 km, 9 = elevation angle,-and L = 
path length. 
L = [h2 + 2reh + (resino)21 - resine. 
The constants were 
Lo = 180 km 
o = 2.6 x i0 -7 f(GHz)T/12 L(km)11/G 
F2 2 = 5.67 x 10-6 L(km) "5 6 d(m)-"/3
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2 
I 
A plot of the variance measurement, S2, expressed in dB,'is shown in
 
Figure 2 for four representative frequencies for a 4.6 m diameter aperture.
 
52 is plotted as a function of elevation angle and equivalent path length
 
for a 6 km high region of turbulence.
 
Figure 2 represents the average S2 as derived from the O.S.U.
 
2
empirical constants. However, since both a1 , and a22 may be represented in
 
closed form as a function of Cn2 (Tatarski-1961), instantaneous, diurnal,
 
or seasonal values for S2 may be found from this model given an estimate of
 
the appropriate Cn2 .
 
2.2.1 Applicability of the Model
 
The empirical constants which were found from observed data are
 
applicable for the prediction of average turbulence-induced propagation
 
effects in a temperate climate, during the warmer seasons of the year, and
 
under non-precipitating clear-air conditions. It is necessary to derive
 
local estimates of Cn2 for the model if'these conditions are not the same.
 
2.2.2 Distribution of Amplitude Variance
 
It is known that peak-to-peak variations of 30 N-units in the
 
refractive index are expected on a time scale of days and hours (Theobold­
1978). Corresponding fluctuations in received signal amplitude variance
 
expressed in dB would be expected to be about 20 dB peak-to-peak for a
 
fluctuation of 30 N-units out of an average of 345. Figure 3 shows a repre­
sentative case of average amplitude variance at 30 GHz for a 4.6 m diameter
 
aperture as a function of elevation angle. Curves for plus or minus 10 dB
 
variation in Cn2 about the average are shown for comparison.
 
A more exact representation of the expected-distribution of ampli­
tude variance may be obtained given measured statistics of variance vari­
ability about the average. Figures 4 and 5 present probability distribution
 
functions of variance differences for 2 and 30 GHz earth-space signals mea­
sured over a period of 26 days. The satellite was undergoing transition in
 
elevation from 0.380 to 450 and the mean variance was removed as a function
 
of elevation angle. The 90% confidence limits of 14.6 and 14.7 dB, respec­
tively, are in good agreement with the statistics of expected refractive
 
index variation.
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2.2.3 Power Spectral Density
 
The formulation of the structure of the power spectral.density of
 
turbulence-induced amplitude fluctuations has been derived from classical
 
turbulence theory (Tatarski-1961). The theoretical spectrum of amplitude
 
fluctuations in a medium characterized by a real refractive index is found
 
to roll off as f-8/3, or -26.6 dB/decade, in frequency f. -This behavior is
 
not a function of operating frequency, as long as the wavelength is small
 
or on the order of the smallest refractive inhomogeneities. Deviation from
 
this slope will occur due to non-stationarity of the scintillation process.
 
The spectral slope was calculated for time records of 102.4 seconds
 
at 2 and 30 GHz on the ATS-6 CW beacons as the satellite moved in elevation
 
angle from 0.38 to 25 degrees (Baxter and Hodge -- 1978). Spectral slope
 
was found to be essentially independent of equivalent path length and mea­
sured statistics were well centered about the theoretical value of -26 dB/
 
decade. Figures 6 and 7 pres~nt the probability distribution functions of
 
the 2 and 30 GHz spectral slopes, respectively. Figure 8 presents the worst­
case confidence limits of distribution of spectral slope from an average
 
-26.6 dB/decade, for 50% and 90% of total time. Such an estimate may be
 
used to directly find the expected fading rates and spectral components due
 
to turbulence-induced amplitude scintillation. The data represents clear
 
air statistics over a period of 26 days.
 
LOW ANGLE SCINTILLATIONS/FADING
 
Measurement of low elevation angle scintillations or fading have
 
been made while ATS-6 was descending and ascending for US observers. In
 
addition, measurements of non-synchronous satellitesihave-been made as their
 
path sweeps through the atmosphere (Crane - 1977). These latter measurements
 
are not reported here.
 
As ATS-6 was being moved to 350 E longitude, experimenters at the
 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University measured the 20 GHz car­
rier amplitude during clear and rainy tropospheric conditions from 9o ele­
vation angle down (Stutzman, et al - 1975). During clear weather the
 
average signal decreased due to clear air attenuation, but 2-3 dB scintilla­
tions with a period of 4 minutes were observed at 90 elevation angle. As the
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weather became hazier, the amplitude of the scintillations remained near
 
2 dB but the period.decreased to 6 seconds. As the elevation angle decreased
 
to 4 degrees, signal-fluctuations averaged 7 dB; During rainy conditions,
 
fades of 15 to 20 dB were observed for 10 mR hr rain rates. These high
 
values are assumed due to-the-long path length at low elevation angles.
 
-Ohio State University also observed the descent of ATS-6 (Hodge and
 
Theobold - 1976) from 42 to 20 elevation angle. The variances of the
 
scintillations as a function of elevation angle are given in Figure 9 (com­
pare with Figure 2). Because the distribution suggested a cosecant behavior,
 
a minimum mean-square-error curve was fit to the data as noted in Figure 9.
 
During the return of ATS-6 to 140 0 W longitude (ascending for U.S.
 
observers) Ohio State and COMSAT conducted elevation-angle measurements over
 
land, while the University of Texas observed over water. The ascending OSU
 
data (Hodge, et al, - 1977) was taken at 2.075 and 30 GHz from -0.7 to 43.90
 
elevation angles-(not corrected for refraction) with no discernable precip­
itation along the path. The resulting variance is similar to Figure 9
 
except that the 2 GHz variance is about 10 dB below the 30 GHz data. OSU
 
also observed that the received power level was significantly below that
 
predicted by simple atmospheric path loss calculations. The power spectra
 
of the scintillations, other than the general reduction of amplitude of all
 
components, was similar for all elevation angles and for the presence or lack
 
of cumulus clouds.
 
COMSAT Laboratories (INTELSAT memo) conducted 13.2 GHz measurements
 
at COMSAT and Westinghouse's Facility at Friendship Airport near Baltimore
 
the elevation angle increased from 3.6 to 14 degrees. The results from
as 

the Clarksburg site are given in Figure 10. The crosses denote the-median
 
signal levels and the minimum and maximum signal levels recorded during each
 
45-minute period are indicated by the verticl solid lines. The median sig­
nal strength was on the order' of"3 dB lower than the predicted clear sky
 
signal strengths. Typical fluctuation periods were 2 seconds with up to
 
15 db amplitude fluctuations.
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The University of Texas (Vogel, et al 
- 1977) installed a 30 GHz
 
receiver at Port Aransas, Texas, to obtain a propagation path entirely over
 
water. The beacon was monitored for at least one hour each day for 16 days
 
in September 1976 while the elevation angle varied from 1.5 to 17.30. 
 The
 
results presented here are based on 
3.36 hours of data (15% of the data base).
 
The cumulative distributions of the log attenuation relative to the day's
 
mean attenuation for an arbitrarily chosen record per elevation angle are
 
shown in Figure 11. Negative values of the ordinate represent signal levels
 
above the mean. 
A rain event was observed while the satellite was near 8.50
 
elevation angle. 
 Because the rain was over water, no rate was measured.
 
However, the mean attenuation increased by 16 dB and the standard deviation
 
increased to 2.7 dB during the rain.
 
Measurements made at low elevation angles in the Canadian artic at
 
4 and 6 GHz also demonstrate the magnitude of the effect at elevation angles
 
near 1 degree (Strickland, et al ­ 1977) including the effects of refraction.
 
The effects would be greater in a temperate region because of the higher
 
values of refractivity, although the measurements were made during July when
 
the water vapor in the atmosphere is greatest. The cumulative statistics
 
for low angle fading are shown in Figure 12. 
 The 4GHz data was nearly ident­
ical to the 5 GHz results. Table 1 demonstrates the 6 GHz link margins for
 
low angle fading at 1 degree elevation angle.
 
The fade durations at 6 GHz for link margins from 0 to 21 dB below
 
the-long term medium are shown in Figure 13.
 
The cumulative distribution for the rate of change of signal ampli­
tude between 0.4 second samples was found to be identical for positive and
 
negative-going signals. The distribution is shown in Figure 14, where the
 
signal exceeded 1 dB/sec for 1% of the time and 4 dB/sec for 0.1% 
of the time.
 
Scintillations of ± 1 dB have been recorded as 
a cloud passes
 
through the ATS-6 20-GHz beam (Ippolito 
- 1975). The fluctuation rate was
 
fairly constant at about 16 cycles per minute. 
The scintillations lasted
 
for about 200 seconds. 
 In addition, short bursts of scintillations have
 
been observed for 10 to 20 second intervals on clear days. Their amplitude
 
reaches 3 dB pk-pk with a fluctuation rate of 20 Hz.
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Figure 12. Cumulative Distributions of Low Angle Fading.
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Figure 13. Cumulative Distributions of 6 GHz Fade Durations at
 
Eureka for Various Fade Margins Relative to the Long Term Median
 
Signal Level, July 1974.
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TABLE I
 
6 GHz LINK MARGINS FOR TROPOSPHERIC FADING AT EUREKA, CANADA
 
ELEVATION ANGLE = I DEGREE
 
Reliability
 
Time Duration
 
90 % 99 % 99.9 %
 
....
Worst two-hours.. . . 8.0 dB 18.0 dB 28.0 dB (Rayleigh)
 
....
Worst summer day ......  6.8 dB 15.5 dB 24.5 dB 
Worst summer week (5 days) . . 5.4 dB 13.0 dB 22.0 dB 
Worst month, July (15 days). . 3.8 dB 10.8 dB 20.3 dB 
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3.0 PHASE AND ANGLE-OF-ARRIVAL VARIATIONS
 
Phase variations arise due to the variable delay as the wave passes
 
through a medium with variable refractivity and also due to wavefront ripple
 
introduced by the "lumpy" medium. The-former is termed phase fluctuations,
 
while the latter effect is called phase scintillations.
 
3.1 ESTIMATION OF PHASE FLUCTUATIONS ON EARTH-SPACE PATHS
 
The model of Muchmore and Wheelon (1955) may be used to estimate
 
the r.m.s. phase fluctuation of a wave propagating on an earth-space path
 
if the equivalent path length L expression of the previous section is employed.
 
Figure 15 is representative of such an estimate. It assumes that the tur­
bulent medium is contained in a height of 5 km and presents r.m.s. phase
 
fluctuation for 3 and 10 GHz.
 
3.2 ESTIMATE OF PHASE'SCINTILLATIONS ON EARTH-SPACE PATHS
 
Accompanying the amplitude scintillations of a plane wave propagating
 
through tropospheric turbulence are phase variations. According to the
 
theory of Tatarski (1961) the mean-square phase variation over a distance
 
transverse to the propagation path is:
 
5 3
D (p)= Kc Cno' ( 2r)2 Lp '
where X is wavelength, L is the propagation path.lehgth through the region
 
of turbulence, and Cno is the surface structure constant. The constant'K is
 
equal to 2.91 for the exponential C' model (Tatarski - 1961) and equal to
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Figure 15. R.M.S. Phase Fluctuations for an Earth-Space Path. 
3.3 
4.57 from Ohio data (Theobold and Hodge-1978). This expression may be used
 
to estimate the expected mean-square phase variation between two points,
 
given ai estimate of Cno.
 
An expression for the rms phase fluctuation for a finite circular
 
aperture antenna of diameter d,
 
[ - d 22L k. -2 x 10­
has been presentedby Muchmore and Wheelon (1955). The derivation employs
 
a ray theory approach and assumes an exponental spatial correlation for the
 
turbulence scale. a is in radians,' Y is the scale length of the turbulent
 
eddy, L is the path length through the turbulence, X is wavelength, and
 
is the mean-square fluctuation in the refractivity N. When using this
 
expression, one should only assume values of P,and TN- such that
 
5m s t. 500m. 
ESTIMATES OF ANGLE-OF-ARRIVAL VARIATIONS ON EARTH-SPACE PATHS
 
The same ray theory approach may be used to estimate angle-of­
arrival fluctuation. The expression for r.m.s. angle-of-arrival fluctuation
 
in.radians is
 
-
8 = 
=[2VCL TN=j x 10
where all parameters are as previously defined. A Gaussian correlation func­
tion for the scale of turbulence was assumed and one should impose the limits
 
! 2 
2 x 10- 4/m s -N k 2 x 10 /m 
Figure 16 is an e~ample for this expression, within the stated range of AN2/Z,
 
for a earth-space propagation path through a turbulent region of height 5 km.
 
Note that Ge2 is directly proportional to path length and independent of-oper­
ating frequency. Also, 0 e decreases with increasing eddy size, Y., while phase
 
fluctuation r increases with increasing eddy size.
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4.0 PREDICTION OF RECEIVED SIGNAL GAIN DEGRADATION
 
4.1 	 GENERAL
 
Wavefront tilt or angle-of-arrival variation results in time-averaged
 
gain degradation; and phase incoherence results in instantaneous gain loss,
 
excluding the atmospheric gas loss.
 
4.2: 	 ESTIMATION OF GAIN DEGRADATION
 
The model of Section 2.2 for received signal amplitude veriance has
 
also been used to derive an expression for gain reduction, R, defined by
 
(Theobold and Hodge - 1978)
 
R = 10 loglo Kv>2 
<vK2/no 	angle fluctuations 
I + B24) +B 
1n2 +R = 10 logl c i (4 a2 F) 
Ic + Ii 
where the constants are the same as those defined for the variance expression,
 
.
S2 This value for R-may then be combined with atmospheric gas loss in order
 
to obtain an estimate of average received sighal level for an earth-space
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jpath. Figure 17 presents an example of predicted signal levels for 2, 7.3,
 
and 30 GHz for antenna beamwidths of 1.80, 0.30, and 0.150 respectively.
 
Also included are measured signal levels, relative to zenith, from the ATS-6
 
2 and 30 GHz (Devasirvatham and Hodge-1977) transmissions and TACSATCOM
 
7.3 GHz (McCormick and Maynard-1972) beacons as the satellites were moving
 
in elevation angle.
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Figure 17. Predicted and Measured Signal Level 
as a Function of Elevation Angle 
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5.0 SCINTILLATION FADING AND GAIN DEGRADATION
 
DESIGN INFORMATION
 
5,1 FADE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION ESTIMATION
 
The estimates of gain reduction and signal variance parameters,
 
R and S2, have been presented. These quantities may be incorporated into
 
distribution functions which are of the form used in link design. They
 
represent the long term average fade statistics due to clear air amplitude
 
and angle-of-arrival Fluctuations. The estimates of R and S2 may be more
 
closely matched to local and seasonal conditions if a local estimate of
 
Cn2 is available. A hypothetical low elevation angle fade distribution
 
is presented in Figure.18. The abscissa is referenced to the signal level
 
received in the absence of turbulence, i.e., including free space loss
 
and gaseous absorption. The point at which thE signal level is R dB is
 
also the mean of the received signal; thus, one point on the fade distri­
bution is established. The fade distribution for turbulence induced
 
fluctuations is assumed to be log-normal, with mean and median being equal.
 
The fade distributions resulting from the Ohio State University ATS-6
 
30 GHz beacon measurements (Devasirvatham and Hodge-1977) indicate that
 
this log-normal assumption is valid for elevation angles above approximately
 
20. A similar observation was made concerning the 7.3-GHz fade distribution
 
above 40 elevation angle observed by McCormick and Maynard (1972).
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5.2 
A fade distribution may now be produced using this assumption of
 
linearity. Referring to Figure 18, it was noted that the point at which the
 
received signal level is R dB represents the iean signal level. For a normal
 
distribution, the mean is plotted at the 50% time abscissa exceeded point,
 
One standard deviation to the right of thE
indicated by (j in the figure. 

mean on a normal distribution occurs at the 15.9% time abscissa exceeded level.
 
It may be easily shown that the standard deviation of received signal level,
 
expressed in dB and denoted cvdB , may be written in terms of the signal vari­
ances S2 . This point, avdB, to the right of R is denoted by 0 in the figure.
 
A straight line drawn between points 0 and ( now approximately represents
 
in the absence of
the fade distribution, referenced to the mean signal level 

small fluctua­turbulence induced fluctuations. This distribution was based on 

a lower bound when estimating a parti­tion arguments and should be employed as 

cular fade distribution.
 
Deviation of this fade distribution from the expected linear form will
 
occur at small time percentages. Additional fading due to precipitation, ab­
cause greater fade
normal refraction, or inversions in the atmosphere will 

depths for the small time percentages, However, the turbulence effects, which
 
are always present, are still dominant for larger time percentages. For high
 
elevation angles,'i.e., short path lengths, S2 will be very small and the line 
drawn through points Q and Q will be virtually 'ertical. 
However, the precipitation effects at the lower percentages will still
 
be present for short path length cases and will become the dominant feature of
 
the fade distribution.
 
DOMAINS 	IN WHICH GAIN DEGRADATION SHOULD BE CONSIDERED
 
5.2.1 	 Estimation of Domains
 
The effects of amplitude and angle-of-arrival fluctuation are, of
 
course, most prominent for very long path lengths and/or very narrow beam­
widths. One may estimate whether or not gain degradation need be considered
 
in a path design if elevation angle (or equivalent path length) and antenna
 
Figure 19 presents regimes of average gain degradation
beamwidth are known. 

between 0.5 and 3 dB and where they must be considered as a function of
 
elevation angle and antenna beamwidth.
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'Realized gain, that is, expected gain less gain degradation, is
 
plotted as a function of antenna beamwidth (for any frequency) or equiva­
lent aperture diameter at 30 GHz in Figure 20. All equivalent aperture
 
diameters are presented for an antenna aperture efficiency of 0.6. The
 
curve representing zero path length L is simply the common gain approxima­
tion G = 41253/B 2, where B is in degrees. Realized gain curves for path
 
lengths of 50 to 300 km are plotted using the model of Section 4. Equiva­
lent earth-space path elevation angles assuming a 6 km high homogeneous
 
atmosphere are presented in parentheses.
 
Notice that gain degradation due to turbulence-induced fluctuation
 
is negligible for beamwidths wider than about 0.70 for all path lengths.
 
c
Degradation effects then gradually increase as beamwidth narrows from 0.7

° 
 '
 to 0".05 and at any particular beamwidth are approximately directly propor- ,
 
tional, in dB, to path length. As beamwidth narrows beyond 0.050, a sat­
uration effect occurs and the degradation becomes constant for any one path
 
length.
 
All design figures of Section 5 represent estimates for clear air
 
effects in a temperate climate during daytime and in the.warmer months of
 
the year. If a local value of C 2 is known, more accurate values of R and
 
n 
S2 may be obtained. If local statistics of Cn2 are known, statistics of R 
and S2 may be obtained. 
5.2.2 Spatial Diversity
 
Paths operating at very low elevation angles with narrow beamidth 
antennas may experience unacceptable fading duc to scintillation and multi­
path effects. The required reliability may be regained by the use of spaced 
site diversity. A site separation greater than 300 m transverse to the 
propagation path has been suggested (CCIR Doc. 5/25, 1974-78) as necessary to 
alleviate severe turbulence-induced effects. In effect, separation on the 
order of or larger than the scale size of the largest inhomogeneities in 
refractive index along the propagation path, and especially near the surface 
where refraction is greatest, results in decorrelation.of the instantaneous 
signal fluctuations and hence improved performance. 
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The aperture effects of large antennas may be circumvented if
 
several phase-locked antennas, each with-relatively wide beamwidth, are
 
employed in an array to achieve the desired system gain. Of course,, over­
all fade margins will be on the order of that for a single element, but
 
angle-of-arrival effects are eliminated. In addition, such an array allevi­
ates the need to mechanically track a geosynchronous satellite, as is
 
necessary with.large aperture, narrow beamnidth antennas.­
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6.1 
6.0 EXAMPLE COMPUTATIONS OF SIGNAL FLUCTUATIONS AND
 
LOW-ANGLE FADING ON EARTH-SPACE PATHS
 
In this section examples of the parameters described in this report
 
are workedout for a hypothetical ground station located at Columbus, Ohio
 
with a 4.6m (15 ft) diameter parabolic antenna observing a 28.56 GHz
 
COMSTAR beacon at 10 degrees elevation angle. Actually, the COMSTAR
 
satellites are not at that low an angle, but in order to demonstrate the
 
effects of gain reduction this value has been arbitrarily selected.
 
AMPLITUDE FLUCTUATIONS
 
The variance of the received signal amplitude is calculated using
 
the expression in Section 2.2. The full half-power beamwidth B in degrees
 
is 70 A/d.= 70 c/fd = (70)(3xlO 8m/sec)/(28.56xlOgsec-1)(4.6m) = 0.16 degrees.
 
The path length of the turbulence L is computed from h = 6km, re = 6377 km
 
and e= 10 degrees using the equation
 
L =h'+ 2reh + (resine)'] - re sine!
 
= 34 km
 
The other constants are:
 
Lo = 180 km
 
-3 
1
2 
= 1:18 x 10
 
6170
 
6.2 
022 = 8.35 x 10-4
 
= 0.17Ii 

I = 0.83
 
and the signal variance relative to the average power is
 
S2 
= 10 log (9.79 xl0-+0.14396-0.14297) 
-3 )
= 10 log 10 (2.03x10
-27 dB
 
Note that this agrees well with the results in Figure 2. Reference to
 
Tatarski (1961) would have allowed evaluation in terms of Cn2 rather
 
then the formulation by Theobold and Hodge (1978) utilized here.
 
Reference to Figure 5 indicates that 50% of the time the S2 would
 
be between -24 and -30 dB, while 90% of the time S2 would be between -20
 
and -34 dB.
 
The power spectrum density of the fluctuations decreases at
 
26.5 dB/decade (see Figure 8). That is if one considers some lower
 
frequency cutoff for the amplitude fluctuations (say 0.1 Hz) the fluctuation
 
power at 1 Hz is on the average 26.5 dB below the value of 0.1 Hz. Only
 
10% of the time will the 1 Hz fluctuation power be only 10 dB below the 0.1 Hz
 
fluctuation power. Clearly most of the fluctuation power for clear air
 
fluctuations is at the low.frequencies (less than 1 Hz).
 
PHASE AND ANGLE-OF-ARRIVAL VARIATIONS
 
Phase fluctuations are estimated from the model of Muchmore and
 
Wheelon (1955) presented in Section 3.1. Data quoted in Muchmore and
 
-
Uheelon indicate typical values for Rz 60m = 200 feet and -N= . Thus
 
T-- = 30 meters.
 
6 2
 
6.3 
For a finite circular antenna (see Section 3.2) of 4.6 m diameter,
 
the rms phase fluctuation is 0.85 radians = 48 degrees.
 
The estimate of the angle-of-arrival fluctuations in radians (see
 
Section 3.3) is calculated to be 3.2 x I0-5 radians = 1.8 x 0- degrees.
 
This is a small number compared to 0.16 degree half-power bpamwidth of the
 
-
antenna. Also note that the limits on A--/x = 8.3 x 10 m-1 are not
 
exceeded.
 
PREDICTION OF THE AVERAGE RECEIVED SIGNAL GAIN REDUCTION
 
The average received signal reductign is calculated using the
 
same parameters required for calculation of the amplitude fluctuations.
 
Using the relation in Section 4.2
 
R = 10 log (0.83 + 0.17(0.84)) 
1o
 
1.0
 
= -0.12 dB
 
Thus during clear weather this COMSTAR beacon will on the average be 0.12 dB
 
below the value calculated considering clear air attenuation only. This
 
same value could be estimated from Figure 20.
 
The long-term average distribution in Figure 18 is now constructed
 
from R and S2. The point 2 (15.9% -point) is found to be 2Q(log1e)
 
=60 -lS1/21) 0.39 dB which is the standard deviation of the receiver volt­
age taken from a square law detector­
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1.0 DEFINITIONS
 
Depolarization refers to that effect wherein an earth-space link
 
wave's polarization is altered in the troposphere. For linear polarized waves
 
a vertically (horizontally) polarized wave will, after passing through a media,
 
hqve a horizontally (vertically) polarized component in addition to the initial wave.
 
For circularly polarized waves a RHCP CLHCP) wave will develop into a elliptical wave.
 
For frequency reuse systems based on polarization isolation this coupling reduces
 
isolation and increases "cross-talk."
 
The measurement of depolarization by propagation researchers usually
 
has been done utilizing orthogonally-polarized feeds on a single antenna while
 
observing singly-polarized satellite signals.* This parameter is called the
 
cross-polarization discrimination (CPD) or cross-polarization ratio (CPR)
 
defined as (Ref. 1)
 
CPu = power-output from the co-polarized port 
power output from the cross-polarized port
 
= (CPR) 1
 
For perfect transmitting and receiving antennas and a perfect medium this iso­
lation could become infinite, but with practical components some leakage is
 
always present. Definitions and example calculations of depolarization terms
 
have been well documented in a tutorial report by Stutzman (Ref. 2).
 
Unfortunately, the system designer desires-the cross-polarization
 
isolation (CPI) term defined as
 
CPI (dB) co-polarized signal power (dB) - cross-polarized signal power(dB) 
on the same channel
 
Fortunately, for most levels of attenuation observed, OPI ' CPD = (CPR)-I(Ref. 3)
 
* Most experimental depolarization data has been obtained from the 11.7 GHz
 
right-hand circularly polarized communic"ations Technology Satellite (CTS)

beacon and the 19.04 and 28.56 GHz linear polarized ATI COMSTAR satellite
 
.eacons.
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2.1 
2.0 SOURCES OF DEPOLARIZATION
 
Depolarization on earth-space paths has been observed due in the
 
presence of
 
o rain
 
o ice
 
0 snow 
O multipath 
e refractive effects 
These hydrometeor and scattering effects generate depolarization because of 
their asymmetry. For example, as raindrop sizes increase their shape departs 
from spherical and becomes oblate spheroid with an increasingly pronounced flat 
bottom. For large drop sizes a concave depression develops (Ref. 4). Polarized 
microwave energy scattered from these particles can easily be converted into an 
orthoonal polarization. 
RAIN DEPOLARIZATION 
2:1.1 	 Depolarization Versus Attenuation
 
Correlation of depolarization with rain rate has not been too success­
ful because of the many parameters required for these calculations. However,
 
experimentally and analytically (Ref. 5) it has been bbserved that depolarization
 
can be related to total attenuation by the formula
 
CPD = a - b loglo (ALe)
 
where CPD is the cross-polarization discrimination in dB and ALe is the total
 
attenuation in dB due to rain (not including the clear air-attenuation).
 
At 11.7 GHz, the University of Texas at Austin (Ref. 6) has measured
 
the cumulative attenuation and depolarization statistics for the CTS
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operational periods from 18 October 1976 to 31 January 1978. Relating the sta­
tistics plots for equal probabilities of exceedance the results
 
CPD = 41 - ZO.6 loglo (ALe )
 
were obtained with excellent accuracy. For example, for a 10 dB fade, the CPD is
 
20 dB. This may be related to the rain rate and rain rate statistics using the
 
effective path length and specific attenuation described in Section II at 11.7 GHz.
 
In Ottawa, measurements during the July and August 1976 (Ref. 7) light
 
rains with attenuation less than 3 dB tended to yield scattered results. Con­
vective storms yielded a more consistent relation between CPD and ALe, namely
 
CPD = 33.7 - 19.9 loglo (ALe)
 
For both Texas and Ottawa results, attenuations below 3 to 5 dR were
 
believed partially related to ice clouds which resulted in significant depolari­
zatibn without attenuation. This deploarization, sometimes referred to as
 
"anomalous" depolarization, has frequently been observed synchronous satellites
 
over the U.S. and Canada.
 
At Blacksburg, Virginia, preliminary measurements of the CTS beacon have
 
yielded (obtained by curve fitting Figure 9 of Ref. 1)
 
CPD = 40 - 20 1ogo (ALe)
 
'for four major storms during June and July 1977.
 
The CCIR has recommended the approximate relation
 
CPD = 30 - 20 loglo (ALe)
 
in CCIR Draft Report 215-3 (Rev. 76).
 
Depolarization models are currently under development at several organizations.
 
These .include:
 
0! Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University ( Refs. 17 and 18)
 
o Bell Telephone Laboratories (Ref. 19)
 
a University of Texas at Austin (Ref. 6)
 
o Communications Research Centre (Ref. 5).
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2.1.2 Frequency Scaling Depolarization Measurements
 
The Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State Univeristy (Ref. 8) has
 
also made measurements of the depolarization at 19 GHz vertical and horizontal
 
and 28.56'GHz using the Comstar beacons. Their preliminary results for"August
 
1977 are given in Table 1.
 
TABLE I
 
CROSS-POLARIZATION DISCRIMINATION VERSUS ATTENUATION
 
(Least-Mean-Square Fits)
 
= 
Blacksburge, VA Elevation Angle 6
 
Frequency/Polarization CPD = a - b log,, (AL ) 
=
11 GHz, RHCP (CTS, 0 330) CPD = 44.7 - 22.6 loglo (ALe)
 
19 GHz, vertical (COMSTAR, 0 = 440) CPD = 47 - 24.5 logle (ALe)
 
19 GHz, horizontal* (COMSTAR) CPD = 37.1 - 20.0 loglo (ALe)
 
28 GHz, vertical (COMSTAR), CPU = 39.4 - 15.4 loglo (ALe)
 
Note: The 19 GHz horizontal data was taken-in the month of
 
September 1977. All other data is in August 1977.
 
The analysis of Nowland, et al (Ref. 5) may be utilized to show
 
the expected frequency dependence of the coefficients a and b in
 
CPD = a - b logjo(ALe). Using Equations 11 and 12 of Ref. 5 and many of
 
the constants in the paper, the solid curve was derived in Figure 1. The
 
= 3
 
.
dashed curve was derived using the effective path length Le 12.82R" 
and the specific attenuation in Section II. Several experimental data ­
points are shown, but these do not correlate well with the theory (possibly 
because of the polarization dependence of "a"). The important results of
 
these figures are that "a" increases with increasing frequency, while "b"
 
appears to ,be relatively constant. In the relation CPD = a - b loglo(ALe)
 
this would imply that theCPD increases with increasing frequency, but
 
i because of the rapid increase in AL with frequency, CPD will decrease
 
for increasing frequency for moderate rain rates.
 
The revised CCIR values for "a"and "b" are (CC-IR Doc. 5/276-E,
 
21 Sept 1977)
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a = 30 logl0 (f) - 40 log o (cosO) - 20 log (sin 2T 
b = 20 
iqhere f = frequency in GHz, e = elevation angle and T = polarization tilt 
angle with respect to horizontal (t = 45o for circular polarization). This 
approximation isbelieved valid for: 1 dB < ALe< 15 dB, 10 dB < CPD < 40 dB, 
8 GHz-< f < 40 GHz, 10 deg. < T < 45 deg. and 10 deg. < 0 < 60 deg. This 
estimate isprovisional and should be used with caution. 
2.1.3' Elevation Angle Dependence of Depolarization
 
The depolarization measurements presented earlier were obtained at
 
elevation angles from 24.6 degrees inOttawa (Ref. 7) to 490 at Austin, Texas
 
(Ref. 6). The general dependence of CPD versus ALe on elevation angle 0 can
 
be obtained from the theoretical results of Ref. 5. Note that both the coeffi­
-cient a and the total attenuation ALe depend on elevation angle.
 
1822-5 
2.2 
The elevation angle dependent results of Ref. 5 for 11.0 and
 
11.7 GHz (experimental data) are shown in Figure 2. Clearly the "a"
 
coefficient is elevation angle dependent, however the experimental data
 
does not confirm this fact. The "b"coefficient appears to be nearly
 
independent of elevation angle and does appear to agree with the limited
 
data base.
 
2.1.4 Phase Variations During Depolarization Events
 
The Blacksburg group (Ref. 1) has also made measurements of the phase
 
difference between the co-polarized and cross-polarized signal components.
 
The phase has been observed to both decrease and increase by about 150 degrees
 
for 3 dB fades and then does not change significantly for higher attenuations.
 
The differential phase has also been observed to increase and then decrease
 
in the same storm. The mechanism for this plateau at 150 degrees and why the
 
sign changes remains unexplained.
 
More recent theoretical results and comparison to data from the Commuri­
cation Technology Satellite and the Comstar beacons are presented in Ref. 20.
 
An inexpensive self-adaptive cancellation system is also proposed and its predicted
 
performance is presented in Ref. 20.
 
ICE DEPOLARIZATION
 
Ice particles well above the height of the melting layer may have
 
significant cross-polarization effects even for small values of attenuation
 
(typically below 3 to 5 dB at 11.7 GHz). This effect is believed to contribute
 
to the poor correlation between the excess attenuation and the cross-polariza­
tion discrimination at these low values of attenuation.
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InAustin (Ref. 6) ice depolarization was associated with either 
thunderstorms during the summer months or with clouds inthe presence of 
polar air masses during the winter. An example of the percentage of time 
that CPD wasless than or equal to the abscissa given that the excess attenua­
tion was less than or equal to 1 dB is shown for the 18 month period from 
12 June 1976 to 31 January 1978 in Figure 3. This curve shows that 
45 per cent of the time that the CPD was less than or equal to 35 dB, there 
was less than I dB of attenuation; 24 per cent of the time that the CPD < 30 dB 
the ALe 5 1 dB and 12 per cent of the time that CPD s 25 dB the ALe si dB. 
Incontrast, using the rain depolarization relation; for I dB yields a 
CPD 40 dB. Therefore systems requiring 30 dB or more CPD should expect a 
significant number of depolarization events due to ice. 
In England, simultaneous measurements of the 20-and 30-GHz ATS-6
 
satellite signals at elevation angles of 22-23 degrees and 9.4 radar signatures
 
have demonstrated that the bright band (OC isotherm) does not contribute
 
significantly to the depolarization because of its limited extent (Ref. 8).
 
Also, it has been observed (Ref. 9) that at 30 GHz ice crystals yield
 
a constant value (typically 90 degrees) of the relative phase angle between the
 
crosspolar and copolar signals as a function of CPD as shown in Figure 4. The
 
corresponding polar plot for a heavy rain event isshown in Figure 5. In this
 
case the CPD was reduced by signal attenuation and the signal to noise ratio of
 
the relative phase measurement decreased as the CPD decreased. This effect
 
appears to increase the scatter of the phase angle with decrease inCPD.
 
English investigators have also noted that rapid changes in relative
 
phase and CPD are observed in thunderstorms and are associated with realignment
 
of the ice crystal orientation by the electrostatic fields. Inelectrically­
active thunderstorms, these electrostatic fields discharge rapidly resulting
 
inrapid relative phase shifts of 1800 and rapid decreases inCPD of-27 dB
 
in 20 seconds (Ref. 10) have been observed at the occurrence of a lightning
 
flash. An example of this isshown'in Figure 6 where the spikes in the
 
relative phase occur for increasing CPD and result in large phase changes.
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2.3 SNOW DEPOLARIZATION
 
Snow depolarization occurs during both the winter and summer months.
 
During the summer months snow exists above the OC isotherm. During winter as
 
the isotherm lowers the thickness of the snow increases and the depolarization
 
due to rain decreases.
 
In Canada (Ref. 11) tests using circularly polarized diversity radars at
 
frequencies near 2.9 GHz (10.4 cm wavelength) and 16.7 GHz (1.8 cm wavelength)
 
aj anelevation angle of 3.2 degrees have diagnosed storms during both summer
 
and winter. During June snow occurred during a storm from 2.6 to 8.2 km
 
altitude and yielded a differential phase shift of 0.36 deg/km at 2.9 GHz.
 
Winter data taken at 16.7 GHz gave more variable results 0.16 to 1.17 deg/km
 
for moderate to heavy snowstorms ranging in altitude from 70 m to 2.6 km.
 
The mean value of differential phase shift was 0.69 deg/kmnat 16.7 GHz.
 
2.4 MULTIPATH DEPOLARIZATION
 
A sharp antenna cross-polarization diagram can allow an oblique indirect
 
ray to produce a significant cross-polar component. This condition is usually
 
associated with low.elevation angle events where the sidelobes are receiving
 
energy from the oblique ray. Measurements have been made on terrestrial links
 
at 11 GHz (Ref. 12) and 22 GHz (Ref. 13).
 
The magnitude of the indirect signal reflected from the earth can be
 
roughly estimated from the data in Refs. 14 and 15 (data taken near 3 GHz).
 
Generally the ground-scattered wave amplitude is at least 20 dB below the
 
direct wave.
 
2.5 REFRACTIVE EFFECTS
 
Variations in the radio refractivity (dielectric constant of
 
tropospheric layers can cause rotation of the polarization plane of the
 
rays-refracting through the layers. This condition will occur for layers
 
which are, not perpendicular to the vertical plane containing the transmitter
 
and receiver as described in Ref. 16 (inFrench).
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3.0 DEPOLARIZATION STATISTICS - AN EXAMPLE
 
In most cases depolarization arises due to two sources:. rain and
 
ice. The statistics of depolarization events can be estimated using.the
 
methodology shown in Figure 7. For rain depolarization the starting point is
 
the cumulative rain attenuation statistics computed or measured via techniques
 
described in Section II. For example, the cumulative attenuation statistics
 
for Rosman, NC while observing the 20GHz ATS-6 satellite beacon are shown in
 
Figure 8. This data was obtained by the distribution extension technique
 
described in Section II.
 
Since the ATS-6 was nearly vertically polarized (within 20 degrees
 
of vertical) the formula
 
CPD = 47 - 24.5 loglo(ALe)
 
is selected from Table 1. At this point, two techniques exist for correcting
 
this formula for frequency and elevation angle. If a large frequency or
 
elevation angle scaling were required, the best approach would be to use the
 
equations of Nowland, et. al. (Ref. 5). However-, since no frequency scaling
 
is required and since the elevation angle to ATS-6 from Rosman is 47 degrees
 
compared to the Blacksburg, VA elevation angle to COMSTAR of 44 degrees, no
 
scaling is needed. If the effects of polarization need to be considered, the
 
equations of Ref. 5 or CCIR Doc, 5/276-E must be used,
 
Within the accuracy of the required statistics the relation
 
CPD (dB) = 47 - 25 loglo(ALe)
 
will be utilized. Substituting the attenuation values for a given percentage
 
of the year (from Figure 8) into this relation yields the CPD statistics for
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rain shown in Figure 8. Based on these results the CPD will exceed 20 dB
 
during 99.9% of the year.
 
However, for low attenuation levels (high CPD's), ice will introduce
 
depolarization. A crude estimate of this effect can be made based on the
 
data in Figure 3. Namely, when ALeS 1 dB about 30% more CPD events occur due
 
to ice and rain, than just rain alone. This translates the data point in
 
Figure 8 corresponding to ALe = 1 dB from about 0.18 percent of the year to
 
(1.3)(0.18%) = 0.23% of the year (indicated by an 0 in Figure 8). Thus the
 
CPD curve is raised up for low values of attenuation. For attenuations above
 
3 dB the rain plus ice depolarization plots are essentially all rain effects.
 
Note that one could have added in the effect of ice depolarization by
 
translating the corresponding rain and ice CPD's. This is probably less
 
accurate because high values of CPD are equipment dependent. Therefore an
 
average value of 30% ice contribution was selected rather than converting
 
each value of CPD using data shown in Figure 3. This correction isbased on
 
very preliminary results from a single geographic location and should be
 
added only to show a trend, since the absolute value is probably in error.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
 
If the dispersion of the propagating medium is sufficiently high, the'
 
phase and/or amplitude of wide bandwidth-trnasmissions may be selectively
 
altered. The tropospheric effects ahve been predicted and measured to be small,
 
hQwever the ionospheric dispersion may be significant. Therefore, in this
 
section of the report the ionospheric effects on the path are considered.
 
Measurements are underway with the COMSTAR satellite at 28.56 + 0.264 GHz 
by Bell Laboratories. However results of these measurements have not been 
published to date. The first available data was obtained from the ATS-6 
satellite and is presented here. 
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2.0 TROPOSPHERIC EFFECTS
 
2.1 AMPLITUDE VARIATIONS
 
2.1.1 Theoretical Results
 
Theoretical estimates of the degradation of pulse shapes through
 
rain have indicated that only minor effects are observed. The calculations
 
(Ref.1) indicated that pulse distortion does not become significant until
 
total rain attenuations of the order of 100 dB are encountered. Since current
 
link margins do not allow such high attenuations, the link will fail due to
 
signal attenuation before the pulse shape affects transmission.
 
However, if required,calculations of the amplitude dispersion are
 
possible for both clear air and rain attenuation based on the data and for­
mulas in Section II of this report.
 
For rain the frequency dependence of the specific attenuation A
 
(db/km) is
 
b) 
 aB

.(aR
;A_ r 

aF 9) = [Aa + (ln R) ­
af [Aa at 3f1 
where, for example, for the frequency range from 8.5 to 25 GHz 
a 1.02xo10-kfl.2
= 

af
 
779
b- 0.11 f.-'
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For example, at 20 GHz and R = 25 mm/hr,
 
-2
a = 5.93x10

b = 1.12
 
a= 7.18x10-3
 
5f
 
A = 2.18 dB/km
 
so
 
9-= 0.23 dB/(km-GHz)
 
-0
For a typical effective path length L = 12.82R -3 at 45 degree elevation e
 
angle
 
D(ALe) aA
 
= 

_9f---= Le A 1.14 dB/GHz
 
2.1.2 Experimental Results
 
The ATS-6 beacons at 20 and 30 GHz were both capable of being
 
modulated with +180,+360*+540 and +720 MHz sidetone signals. Typical
 
selective fading events across the 1.44 GHz bands are shown in Figures I and
 
2, respectively (Ref.2). These are four-second averages taken on day 270 of
 
1974 just before the onset of a fade event (232000Z), at the beginning of the
 
fade event (232352Z), and before receiver lock was lost during the fade
 
event (232428Z). Except for fade depths in excess of 20 dB, the accuracy of
 
the attenuation measurements is +1 dB. These rain fade results, while
 
representative of thosetaken at Rosman, do not appear to be sufficiently
 
accurate for deep fades because the signal levels approach the noise floor of
 
the receiver. For one-minute averages, no measureable selective fading was
 
observed (Ref.'2).
 
The cross-correlation of 4 and 6 GHz signAls due to low angle fading
 
inthe Canadian arctic was found'to be low (Ref. 3).> During a 2.5 hour
 
period on the day when the fading was most severe the cotrelation coefficient
 
was 0.34 since the6GHz signal experienced 55% more fades than the 4GHz signal.
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2.2 PHASE VARIATIONS
 
Phase measurements have not yielded significant'results above
 
10 GHz. The phase coherent sidetone signals on ATS-6 showed only minor
 
variations across the 1.44 GHz bandwidths. These variations were most
 
evident for the shorter (one and fqur second) averaging periods compared to
 
the one-minute period (Ref. 2).
 
Phase measurements have been attempted for-the one degree elevation
 
angle satellites observed from the arctic (Ref. 3). Unfortunately, no signi­
ficant fade events occurred and no differential phase variations were
 
recorded.
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3.0 IONOSPHERIC EFFECTS
 
3.1 	 AMPLITUDE 
-VARIATIONS
 
Ionospheric attenuation is inversely proportional to the frequency
 
squared (Ref. 4) and is generally less than 0.001,dB at 15 GHz and'an elevation
 
0
angle e = 90 . The variation is approximately related to cosecant e.
 
3.2 	 PHASE VARIATIONS
 
The group delay due to the free electrons in the ionosphere is
 
(Ref. 5) 
AT = 40.3 Ne 
cf
 
where Ne is the total electron content in electrons/m 2, c = 3x1O8m/sec and f
 
is in Hertz. This delay is equivalent to a phase delay (inradians)
 
AT 21f 
_ 
so that
 
=
AO (2ir)(4O.3)Ne/(cf).
 
For a typical value of Ne = 1017 m-2 the total phase delay at 11.7 GHz is
 
only 7.21 radians. The frequency dependence of this is only 
___ 
2r(40O.3)Ne 
af cf2 
= - 6.2x10- radian/Hertz 
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= 0.62 radian/GHz
 
= 35 degrees/GHz.
 
Of course for higher frequencies, the rate of change of phase with frequency
 
decreases.
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1.0 OVERVIEW AND SOURCES
 
source
The absorbing gases and hydrometeors in the troposphere are a 

of broadband incoherent noise. This is normally expressed as a sky temper­
ature Ts observed by the receiving system, such that the noise power is
 
PNOISE = kTsBn where k = Boltzmann's constant = 1.38 x 10
- 23 joule/degree
 
and Bn is the noise bandwidth (equivalent to the bandwidth of a rectangular
 
filter whose noise output is the same as the receivers actual bandwidth
 
The other sources of noise are extra-terrestrial sources
limiting filter). 

(primarily the sun) and noise entering the antenna sidelobes at low elevation
 
angles.
 
The above noise sources are observed by ground station antennas.
 
Satellite antennas pointed at a ground-station observe noise radiated
 
by the earth and cloud tops.
 
Hence precipitation in the path will both reduce the system carrier
 
resulting in a reduced carrier-to­strength and raise the background noise level, 

noise ratio. The increase in noise level (noise temperature) is particularly
 
(4 dB or less), where the resultant
significant in low-noise receiver front ends 

noise figure during a precipitation event could be increased by 2 dB or more.
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2.1 
2.0 SKY NOISE OBSERVED BY GROUND STATIONS
 
TROPOSPHERIC CONTRIBUTION TO SKY NOISE
 
The effective sky noise due to the troposphere isprimarily dependent 
on the attenuation at the frequency of observation. For sky radiometers an 
empirical equation has been derived (Ref. 1): 
-10 log 10 (Tm- Ts
ALe(dB) = 

where T is the mean absorption temperature in degrees Kelvin of the atten­m 

uating medium and ALe is the specific attenuation times the effective path
 
length. The value (Ref. 1)
 
Tm = 1.12(surface temperature in 0K)-500K 
T
has been empirically determined. For a typical m = 2751K and as Ts increases
 
toward Tm, the radiometer tends to saturate. For typical radiometer (AT)rms
 
values, the radiometer can only accurately measure to 15 or 20 dB attenuation
 
levels.
 
Inverting this relation, yields the resulting sky temperature for 
a given path attenuation ALe (indB) of 
=
Ts Tm {l -10 (ALe/-I)}
 
This relation may now be utilized for estimation of the sky temperatures
 
using the data in Section II of this report for ALe(dB).
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2.1.1 	 Clear Air Sky Noise
 
'The sky noise contributed by water vapor and oxygen may be -computed
 
from the clear air attenuation. A typical set of curves (Ref. 2) as a func­
tion of elevation angle e are shown in Figure 1. Here the ground station
 
is assumed to be at sea level, one atmosphere (1013.6 millibars), surface
 
temperature is 200C and water vapor density is lOgm/m3 (R.H. = 58%).
 
As an example, for a 20 GHz downlink at 10 degrees elevation angle,
 
Ts = 150 0K. In a 1000 MHz noise bandwidth the noise power would be 2 x 10- 7
 
watts.
 
2.1.2 Sky Noise Due to Rain
 
The value of sky noise increases significantly during rain events.
 
When the total attenuation approaches 10 to 20 dB the sky noise temperature
 
is nearly Tm.
 
Actual values of Ts may be obtained using the specific attenuation
 
and effective path length techniques in Section II.
 
Cumulative statistics of sky noise temperature versus climate region
 
are now given for the Global model observing the ATS-6 20 GHz beacon from
 
Rosman, N.C. The elevation angle is 47 degrees. The station elevation = 880
 
meters, the 0C isotherm = 3700 m above the station and so the path length
 
- '
D '-3 km. For this path length the rain rate average parameter r = 1.6R *"
 
so the average rain rate along the path is
 
0 87
 
Rave = 1.6 R°

where R is the one minute average surface rain rate in mm/hr. -Referring to
 
Table 3.5 of Section II and the sky noise temperature relation, the values
 
in Table 1 are developed. These are plotted in Figure 2 along with the rain
 
rate distribution.
 
The sky 	noise temperature (see last column of Table 1) will degrade
 
the overall system noise figure of the link. For exaniple, for a receiver with
 
4 dB noise figure, the resultant noise figure for the rain rate corresponding
 
to 0.01% of the year will be 5.4 dB, i.e., an increase of 1.4 dB.
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TABLE 1
 
CUMULATIVE STATISTICS OF SKY TEMPERATURE
 
DUE TO RAIN FOR ROSMAN, N.C. AT 20 GHz
 
Tm = 2750K
 
PERCENT OF POINT RAIN AVERAGE RAIN TOTAL RAIN SKY NOISE
 
YEAR RATE VALUES RATE ATTENUATION* TEMPERATUREt
 
0.001 102 mm/hr 89 m/hr 47 dB 2750K
 
0.002 86 77 	 40 275
 
0.005 64 .60 	 30 275
 
0.01 49 47 	 23 274
 
0.02 35 35 	 16 269
 
0.05 22 24 	 11 252
 
0.1 15 17 	 7 224
 
0.2 9.5 11.3 	 4.6 180
 
0.5 5.2 6.7 	 2.6 123
 
1.0 3.0 4.2 	 1.5 82
 
2.0 1.8 2.7 	 0.93 53
 
NOTES:
 
* 	 At 20 GHz the specific attenuation A = 0.06 Rave' 12 dB/km and for 
Rosman, N.C. the effective path length is 5.1 km to ATS-6. 
t 	For a ground temperature of 170C = 631F the Tm= 2750 K. 
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2.1.3 Sky Noise Due to Clouds, Fog, Sand and Dust
 
The major contributor to the sky noise temperature is the medium
 
with the highest attenuation. Generally, clouds will present the highest
 
attenuations. For example, for cumulus clouds with no precipitation the
 
water density will be approximately 0.5 gm/ma. For the Rosman example de­
scribed earlier, (20GHz)
 
ALe = Kc pw tc csc e
 
where tc is the thickness of the clouds (typically 2 kilometers). Using
 
typical numbers
 
ALe = (0.4 dB m3/gm km)(O.5 gm/m 3)(2km) csc (470)
 
= 0.55 dB
 
The corresponding sky noise contribution is then
 
Ts= Tmc {I1-0(055/-10)}.
 
The value to select for Tmc is unknown, but letting Tmc equal the temperature
 
of the cloud should be conservative (i.e., Tmc = OC = 273 0K). The result
 
i s only 320K. Clearly, rain represents a much more significant contributor
 
to the sky noise temperature.
 
2.1.4 Total Sky Noise Temperature Arising From Several Contributors
 
The sky noise temperature from several sources do not add linearly.
 
Rather, the attenuation from each contributor must be added and the total
 
result substituted into the sky noise versus attenuation relation. For
 
example, for the Rosman ground station observing the ATS-6, the clear air
 
attenuation is 1.2 dB yielding a Ts (clear air) = 660K. From Table 1 for
 
0.2% of the year (105 minutes) the rain induced sky temperature is 1800 K.
 
The actual sky temperature due to clear air and rain is 203 0K which -issig­
nificantly less than the sum of each contributor (2460K). During rain con­
ditions the cloud contributions should also be added, but these will generally 
be even a smaller contribution than the clear air attenuation.
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2.2 EXTRATERRESTRIAL SOURCES OF SKY NOISE
 
2.2.1 Solar Noise
 
The sun is the major source of sky noise when collinear with the
 
ground station - satellite path. For geosynchronous satellites this occurs
 
during the equinox periods each year for a short period each day. The sky
 
noise as a function of frequency has been measured (Ref. 3y. The noise level
 
appears to level off at -183 dBW/Hz (active sun) and -188 dBW/Hz (quiet sun)
 
above 20 GHz (see Figure 3).
 
Another approach is to model the sun as a 70000K blackbody in the
 
microwave region (Ref. 4). The power per unit area and Hertz is then
 
27rhf 3 2Trf 2kTs HW
 
Wf c2(ehf/kTs_l) c2 \m21-I 
where Ts'= 7000 0K = apparent solar temperature 
k = Boltzmann's constant
 
= 1.38 x 1023 Watt sec/degree
 
h = 6.626 x 10- 34 Watt sec
2
 
c = 3 x 108 m/sec.
 
The effective sky noise temperature observed by the ground station
 
is then proportional to the integral of the solid angle subtended by the sun
 
over the antenna field pattern. The sun subtends approximately a degree
 
arc when-observed from the earth. Also the sun power density is attenuated
 
by the troposphere, so that during rain periods the power density is reduced.
 
This is the mechanism for suntracker propagation measurements.
 
2.2.2 Lunar Noise
 
The moon reflects solar radio energy back to earth. Italso sub­
tends approximately a degree arc from the earth with an apparent temperature
 
of 205 to 215 0K depending on frequency. However, because of the phases of
 
the moon and the ellipticity of its orbit, the solid angle of the moon in a
 
propagation path varies throughout the month. Reference 5has calculated
 
the necessary parameters,,but as a worst case a temperature of 215 0K is
 
typical.
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2.2.3 Radio Stars 
The strongest radio stars are ten times weaker than the lunar emis­
sion. The strongest stars (Ref. 6) emit typically 1 0 -Z3 W/m2°Hz in the 10 
Three of these strong sources are Cassiopeia A,
to 100 GHz frequency range. 

Taurus A and Orion A. These sources are sometimes utilized for calibration
 
of the ground station G/T. During the calibrations the attenuation due to
 
the troposphere is usually cancelled out by comparing the sky noise on the
 
star and subtracting the adjacent.(dark) sky noise. Thus the attenuation­
induced sky noise cancels out.
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3.0 NOISE OBSERVED BY SATELLITE-BORNE RECEIVERS
 
Receiving (uplink) antennas aboard spacecraft observe the warm earth
 
or the earth's cloud cover. This represents a noise source competing with
 
the uplink signal from the ground station.
 
Measurements of the brightness temperature of the earth measured
 
with the electrically scanned microwave radiometer aboard Nimbus-5 at 19.35
 
GHz have demonstrated brightness temperature differences of 160 0K when com­
paring water (1301K) and land (290 0K) (Ref. 7).. Clouds appear to have a
 
temperature-near 270 0K (OC). Because of the high percentage of clouds and
 
ocean areas on the earth, a full earth coverage antenna will observe approx­
imately 270 0K. However, when observing a ground based temperate zone ground
 
station a 300 0K brightness temperature is not uncommon. The power density
 
is then calculated from the relation kTsB n.
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CONCLUSION
 
This report represents an ongoing effort to compile in one place a
 
concise, readily useable handbook for satellite system engineers. This report
 
is thE initial effort and will be updated and expanded in FY 1979.
 
People utilizing this report are encouraged to contact the authors
 
with their suggestions and criticisms of both format and content. These
 
comments, where appropriate, will be incorporated in later editions of the
 
handbook.
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